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With a history of over 1,200 years, Kyoto is blessed with a culture that
other cities cannot imitate. “Why Kyoto?” is a free magazine dedicated
to answering the eponymous question for foreign tourists. As publisher
of the monthly magazine “Leaf” in Kyoto over the past 20 years, we have
amassed a vast network of sources and information, which we now
utilize to share the allure of Kyoto with people far and wide. With its
full offering of information highlighting the allure of this great city, we
hope “Why Kyoto?” helps you enjoy your stay in Kyoto!
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COOPERATION
京都市産業観光局観光 MICE 推進室
公益財団法人京都文化交流コンベンションビューロー
公益社団法人京都市観光協会

ENGLISH MENU

京都商工会議所

TEL 075-744-0777

主な設置先（順不同）

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通高倉東入ル桝屋町 57 京都三条ビル 1F

京都総合観光案内所（京なび）／

Kyoto Sanjo Bldg. 1F, 57 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市内主要ホテル／旅館／ゲストハウス／

OPEN 11am-3pm, 5pm-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm),

神社仏閣／商業施設／飲食店／書店／

Weekends and public holidays 11am-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)

セブン - イレブン（京都市内一部店舗）
／

CLOSED Wed.

観光案内所／旅行代理店／関西空港 など

AVERAGE ￥1,000 SMOKING No

The pictures, illustrations, maps and articles in this publication may not be reproduced without permission.
The information in this publication is current as of August 2018.

NEED
MORE INFO?

h t t p : // w h y . k y o t o /

Please email us feedback about this magazine.

PUBLISHING

info@whykyoto.net

LEAF PUBLICATIONS CO., LTD 株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ
Medina Karasuma Oike Bldg. 4F, 592 Bano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan
TEL. 075-255-7263 https://www.leafkyoto.net
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

CHECK
IT OUT!

Kyoto is fi lled with famous places to visit, so understanding where
they are is important to saving time when traveling. This guide
was created so that the location of each spot is easy to understand.
Using this guide will make anyone a master of Kyoto's geography!
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GET BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS from
BOOKSTORE STAFF !
Get a recommendation to a foreign language book from
the staff of the OGAKI SHOTEN bookstore, a favorite of
residents of Kyoto. Reading their recommendation is
sure to enhance your love of Kyoto and Japan!

SEE THE LIGHT WITH THIS
SHRINE PRIMER!

Every day, OGAKI SHOTEN endeavors
to ﬁ nd interesting foreign language
books to achieve its goal of being a
must-visit place for people coming to
Kyoto. The staff at OGAKI SHOTEN
cater to visitors looking for books in
languages other than Japanese.
Foreign Language Books Supervisor

J R Na
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KYOTO LEAF
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OGAKI SHOTEN
KYOTO YODOBASHI LOCATION

嵯峨天龍寺場之町
592592
メディナ烏丸御池 4F ／ Medina
Karasuma Oike 4F,
edina Karasuma
Oike 4F,
Sagatenryuji Bano-cho, Ukyo-ku,
Kyoto
Uk

k

K

t

CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Wine by the Glass from ¥400, Food from ¥550
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TEL 075-371-1700

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺場之町 592

SMOKING N

KYOTO STATION AREA

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-255-7263

OPEN 10am-10pm

Yutaka Katsuki

592

CHECK OUT THE AREA!

Reference the area name in the MAP icon
with the map on this page.

ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル塩小路町 590-2 京都ヨドバシ 6F
Kyoto Yodobashi 6F, 590-2 Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

It has information on FUSHIMI-INARI Shrine, ISEJINGU Shrine, and other power spots and Shinto
shrines popular with tourists. Learn all about
the proper manners for visiting shrines, the
construction of the inner shrines, and charms and
blessings. All the diﬃcult and unfamiliar words
are explained in
both English and
Japanese with
simple illustrations
so you can easily
understand.
Its handy size
and reasonable
price make it
the perfect
accompaniment
for your holiday
or ideal as a
souvenir.

CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.books-ogaki.co.jp/stores/ogaki-yodobashi/
*Foreign language book corner is available.

Bilingual Guide SHINTO SHRINE
Shogakukan Inc. / ¥1,080
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Wi-Fi

KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION
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Keihan Railway
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JR奈良線

KYOTO CITY SUBWAY 1-DAY PASS

Kyoto City Subway 1-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one
day. Present the pass to receive discounts off entrance fees to other Kyoto sites, including NIJO-JO
Castle, Kyoto International Manga Museum, Gion Corner, and Toei Kyoto Studio Park. The Subway
1-day Pass is available in 4 languages (Japanese, English, Chinese, Korean) and can be purchased
from a ticket vending machine at each subway station. *The pass is valid only for the day of purchase.
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Simply show the pass with the date to the driver.
Same as ﬁrst ride.
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If you plan to use a Kyoto City Bus and Kyoto Bus more than three times a day, we recommend the 1-day Pass. An
extra fare is charged if your stop is outside the short distance routes, such as Takao, Katsura, or Ohara. Bring
this pass with you to get a special discount off entrance fees to Gion Corner, Toei Kyoto Studio Park, and more.

Eizan Rope-Way

叡山ケーブル

Chayama

松ヶ崎

Kitayama

嵐電北野線

東向日

NEXT RIDE

KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS

Eizan Cable-Car

Ichijōji

鳴滝

Kyōto Line

Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.

Matsugasaki

一乗寺

Kitano-Line

Narutaki

嵐電嵐山本線

The 1 & 2-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto City Subway, and Kyoto Bus
and Keihan bus services for the valid period. The pass is nonrefundable if you lose it.
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You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information oﬃce or ticket oﬃce.

*Children:Half-price

国際会館

JR嵯峨野線・山陰線

Arashiyama-Line

1-day Pass : ¥ 900 / 2-day Pass : ¥ 1,700

Shūgakuin

Kokusaikaikan

Sagano Line/San-in Line

PASSES & DISCOUNTS
KYOTO CITY SUBWAY, KYOTO CITY BUS, KYOTO BUS, KEIHAN BUS 1 & 2-DAY PASS
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Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.

宇

Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.
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Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public
wireless network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently
connect to the internet. Please read the following points and start surfi ng!
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“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone
application that can be used all across Japan.
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Free Wi-Fi with One App!

ACCESSS f rom K A NSA I A IR PORT
Approx

75min by JR Kansai Airport Express HARUKA
JR特急はるか 約75分

Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service

JR

Kintetsu Railway

JR

近鉄電車

Hankyu Railway

Eizan Railway

阪急電鉄

叡山電車

Keihan Railway

Randen Railway

京阪電車

嵐電

Kyoto City Subway

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

市営地下鉄

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分
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HOW TO RIDE THE BUS IN KYOTO
KYOTO CITY BUS
& SUBWAY
INFORMATION GUIDE

Eizan Railway

Bus Number
5

9

12

26

Kamigamo
Misonobashi

46

50

59

100

101

102

203

204

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine

上賀茂御薗橋

Kamigamo jinja-mae
上賀茂神社前

208

Direction banner (displays the route number and destination)
Railway/Subway

Bus route display

50
Kitano
Hakubaicho

Satsueisho-mae

Marutamachi St.
Saga Arashiyama

Tenryu-ji
Temple

ATTENTION

北野天満宮前

千本今出川

西ノ京円町

Toei Uzumasa
Eigamura

Uzumasa
Tenjingawa

Nishioji
Nijo
Oike

Shijo
Omiya

(¥1,000 bill only)

Exchanged coins slot

Sai

Shijo Omiya

Gojo St.

Nishioji
Nanajo

Omiya

Yasaka-jinja
Shrine

Kawaramachi
Gojozaka

Gojo

Higashi
hongan-ji
Temple

Kiyomizugojo

五条坂

烏丸七条

Shichijo

Higashiyama Nanajo
東山七条

207
Umekoji
Park

208

Sanju-sangendo
Temple

Shiokoji St.

Hakubutsukan
Sanjusangendo-mae
博物館三十三間堂前

JR Tokaido Line

Kyōto
京都

Platform D2

西大路九条

Platform D2

Kujo St. Oishibashi

九条大宮

大石橋

Jujo

東福寺

Kujo

Jujo

Tofuku-ji Temple

Fushimiinari

Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine
Inari

Kuinabashi

Horikawa St.

Omiya St.

Takeda

JR Nara Line
Keihan Railway

in the direction of
Sanju-sangendo Temple,
Tofuku-ji Temple

Tofukuji

achi St .

Jujo St.

Kujo Omiya

Subway Karasuma Line

Platform A3

Tofukuji

Kawaram

Nishioji Kujo

in the direction of Shijo
Omiya, Daitoku-ji Temple

Platform B3

JR Shinkansen

To-ji Temple

in the direction of
Kiyomizu-dera Temple,
Gion

in the direction of Kyoto
Aquarium, Umekoji Park

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

Karasuma 205
Nanajo

Shichijo St.

西大路七条

Nanzen-ji
Temple

四条河原町

Karasuma

Nishi
hongan-ji
Temple

祇園

Gionshijo

Shijo
Kawaramachi

四条烏丸

Platform A 2

in the direction of Umekoji
Park, Kinkakuji Temple

Shijo
Karasuma

Kintetsu Railway

8

Saiin

Nishioji St.

For detailed instruction on how to use train and bus, refer
to "Subway and Bus Navi". This map is distributed from
the ofﬁ ces of Kyoto Municipal Transportation Bureau.

Gion

ay

Platform B3

208

“Subway and Bus Navi"

nk

R
yu

w
ail

in the direction of Shijo
Kawaramachi,
Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

206

Keage

Shijo

四条堀川

203

For the users of loop-route
buses from Kyoto Station

・Kyoto City Subway, Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto Bus,
Keihan Bus 1 & 2-Day Pass
・Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

Kyoto city subway and bus travel map

Higashiyama

西大路四条

Ha

Acceptable forms of payment
・Cash
・IC cards
・Various discount tickets

四条大宮

岡崎公園美術館・平安神宮前

東山三条

Sanjo Keihan

Shijo
Horikawa

Okazakikoen Bijutsukan/
Heianjingu-mae

Higashiyama
Sanjo

e

Change machine for bill slot

Karasuma
Oike

n
Li

Card ticket slot

Oike St.

Sanjo St.

205

Heian-jingu Shrine

ai

(¥500, ¥100 and ¥50 coins)

東天王町

Jingumarutamachi

Kyoto
Shiyakushomae

Nishioji
Shijo

206

100

HigashiTennocho

z
To

Change machine for coin slot

河原町丸太町

錦林車庫前

ay

IC card reading unit

烏丸丸太町

Kinrinshakomae

堀川御池

Nijo-jo mae

JR Sagano Line

Fare (coin) slot

Kawaramachi
Marutamachi

銀閣寺道，
銀閣寺前

百万遍

bw

Fare box monitor

Karasuma
Marutamachi

Ginkakuji-michi,
Ginkakuji-mae

Hyakumanben

Su

PAY

河原町今出川

Kyoto
Imperial
Palace

Horikawa
Oike

Nijo-jo
Castle

Nijo

Shijo St.

Fare is paid as you get off the bus.
Fares for the single fare area is ¥230
(¥120 for children). For a fare that
is outside the single fare area, take
a look at the number displayed on
your ticket and pay the fare that
corresponds with that number on the
board in the front of the bus. Buses do
not have change so if you are paying
by cash, bring along suﬃcient number
of coins (¥1,000 bills can be exchanged
with the fare box machine).
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Kawaramachi
Imadegawa

Marutamachi

Randen Railway
Arashiyama Line

how to

堀川今出川

Nishinokyo
Enmachi

Katabiranotsuji

Arashiyama

Horikawa
Imadegawa

Sanjo

Put large luggage to the side of the aisle.
Do not stand near the entrance and exit, stand inside the yellow guidelines.
Ask the driver questions only when the bus is stopped.

Senbon
101
Imadegawa

Higashioji St.

59

Kitanotenmangu-mae

Ginkaku-ji
Temple

102
Kawabata St.

Kitano
Hakubaicho

Imadegawa

Kamo River

26

Kuramaguchi
Demachiyanagi
Demachiyanagi

Imadegawa St.

Karasuma St.

You must press the buzzer when you want to get off. The
best timing for this is right after the announcement for the
next stop or when the next destination is displayed on the
screen at the front of the bus, after the bus leaves the last
stop. The bus will not stop unless the buzzer is pressed.

Kuramaguchi St.

北野白梅町

Daikaku-ji Temple

高野

Shirakawa St.

大徳寺前

竜安寺前

5

Takano

洛北高校前

Shimogamojinja
Shrine

Kitanotenmangu
Shrine

Randen Railway
Kitano Line

up,
lit
r is will
e
z
us
uz
p.
he b
he b
sto
If t eans t next
m
e
h
t
t
i
p at
sto

Rakuhokukoko-mae

北大路
バスターミナル

Kitaoji St.

Kinkaku-ji Temple

Ninna-ji Temple

GET OFF

Kitaoji
Bus Terminal
Kitaoji

12

Ryoan-ji Temple

how to

Matsugasaki

Kitayama

Daitokuji-mae

Rear door

Shugaku-in Rikyu
Imperial Villa

Kitayama St.
9

Daitoku-ji
Temple

金閣寺道，
金閣寺前

Front door

Takaragaike

修学院離宮道

Kinkakuji-michi,
Kinkakuji-mae

Ryoanji-mae

Shugakuin
Rikyu-michi

er

207

Ri v

206

no

RIDE

As a rule with Kyoto City buses, one goes
in from the rear door and goes out from
the front door. Most fares for Kyoto
City buses are ¥230 (¥120 for children)
but if you are riding buses that runs
outside the single fare areas, be sure to
take the ticket from the machine at the
rear door. You can easily tell the buses
that run outside the single fare areas
because the route number is displayed
in black letters on a white background.

205

Senbon St.

how to

Kokusaikaikan
Kyoto International
Conference Hall

46

Ta k
a

Kyoto City bus is very convenient as it not only runs on the main roads,
but also goes close to famous temples and shrines.
Master how to ride them to enjoy sightseeing in Kyoto in comfort!

KYOTO AREA BUS ROUTE MAP

9

ATMs AT 7-Eleven STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards

HANDS-FREE TRAVEL GUIDE

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas with the following
marks can be used to withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.

and credit cards to withdraw
Japanese yen from ATMs located

Card Name

inside 7-Eleven stores. ATM
instructions are available in 12
languages, including English,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified
Chinese), and Portuguese. The

Mark

Services

Service Hours

VISA

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

Mastercard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10am-11:50pm

UnionPay*

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10am-11:50pm

American Express

Withdrawal

0:05am-11:50pm

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10am-11:50pm

following cards are accepted.

24 hours

Visitors can use Kyoto’s high-quality delivery / storage services to enjoy “Hands - Free Travel” around Kyoto.
For comfortable sightseeing, it is best to reduce
the luggage you carry as much as possible. Leave
luggage at any of the following six locations in
Kyoto Station, and this convenient service will
have them sent to accommondation within the
city. Use this service to enjoy Kyoto the smart way!

D

3F

京都タワー
Kyoto Tower

塩小路通 Shiokoji St.
京都中央郵便局
Kyoto Central Post Oﬃce

F
2
B2F

A

There are some areas where delivery is not available.

B1F

C

E
メルパルク京都

1F

Mielparque Kyoto

LOCATION & HOURS
A

Crosta Kyoto

B

Shinkansen Hachijoguchi
Delivery Service

C

Kotochika Kyoto City Bus &
Subway Information Center

D

Kansai Tourist Information
Center Kyoto

Accepted: 8am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Withdrawal

Discover

Diners Club

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

0:10am-11:50pm

Withdrawal

Accepted: 7:30am-12pm, Delivered by: same day

0:05am-11:55pm

B

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 6pm
*For questions or inquiries, call the UnionPay Help Desk (0034-800-800287). (Chinese)

Notes
1 . You may be subject to additional charges depending on the card issuing company.
2 . There are cards you may not be able to use even if it bears the same logo as above.

Note
The language selection screen appears
upon inserting a card issued overseas.

E

Kyo-KOKO Welcome Center
(Mielparque 1F)

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 6pm
F

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI, a taxi service for foreign visitors to Japan, can
accommodate more than two larger pieces of luggage, such as suitcases.

Kyoto central post ofﬁce
Accepted: 9am-12pm, Delivered by: 6pm

*The icon on MAP (page 30) in the Kyoto Station area is the stop.

When you see this icon

PRICE from ¥900 to ¥1,500

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven or other location that has an ATM.

CHANCE
TO
WIN

CURRENCY EXCHANGE

SMART EXCHANGE is located more than 300 places in Japan and accepts 12 foreign currencies in exchange for
Japanese yen. The instruction is very simple and user friendly. You can get Japanese yen immediately in easy
steps. The machine instructions are available in English, Korean, Chinese (Simplified Chinese) and Japanese.

12 FOREIGN

BILLS

CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

2. Insert bills

3. Withdraw

4. Receive the
Japanese yen
and the receipt

Note
Foreign notes can be inserted one by one up to an amount equivalent to 100,000 Japanese yen.
After Japanese notes are taken from the “Banknotes Outlet”, coins will be come out automatically at the “Coins Outlet”.
The appearance of the machine may differ from the image photo due to policies and regulations.
When you see this icon

10

TOBACCO

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances,
clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount of ¥5,000 or
more. (Tax not included)

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER
SAKE

MEDICINES

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

* If commodities are wrapped so that they can not be used in Japan, spending for commodities may be combined with spending for consumables.
In this case, applicable requirements are the same as those for consumables.
* You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach the minimum spending amount.
* Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.

on a map, it indicates Smart Exchange.

Chance to win a VISA gift card worth ¥3,000. Read QR code for the details.

OFF

COMMODITIES

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco, medicines and cosmetics. Items must be purchased from the same
store on the same day, and the total spending amount has to at
least ¥5,000 but be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

1. Select Language

8%

TAX-FREE SHOPPING

GPS Navigator

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating
stores, please consult Kyoto Ofﬁcial Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

Kyoto Original Sticker

www.kyoto.travel
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Jun'kissa
A

dictionary will tell you that the term jun’kissa—
pure café—is used to describe traditional Japanese
cafés that do not serve alcohol. It might add that these
cafés saw an increase at the start of the Showa period
(1926-1989.) But it probably won’t tell you that today
the word more likely describes a café that still carries a
vestige of that classic style. Why don’t you visit one of
Kyoto’s atmospheric and long-loved jun’kissa to reﬂect
on the history and café culture of Kyoto?

JUN'KISSA

a pure café with a nostalgic flair

A

Illustration: Robin Hoshino (P14-15)

12

s the birthplace of green tea, you may think that everyone in Kyoto is a tea-drinker,
but the truth is Kyoto is also a city of coffee lovers. The average coffee consumption
is quite high compared to other parts of Japan, and it has a long history with cafés.
At the close of the 19th century, Milk Halls offering western drinks were already wellestablished. Then, at the beginning of the Taisho period (1912-1926,) they started offering
alcohol and coffee, and having waitresses who serve it to the customers at their table.
After becoming a social gathering point for artists, scholars, and people of culture, before
long, some of them began serving coffee and soft drinks without alcohol and became the
pure cafés we still see today. In the current café market ruled by third-wave coffee straight
from Seattle’s heyday, pure cafés, with their wood grain or red brick décor and full service,
still have many a passionate fan and remain a fi rmly rooted part of Kyoto’s coffee culture.
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星野ロビン

Robin Hoshino

THE UNIQUE COFFEE
CULTURE OF JAPAN

http://www.hoshinorobin.com
A designer and illustrator born in Ireland.
Living in Kyoto for over 4 years, after visiting
to study Aikido. Involved in various events
connecting food and culture, such as CRAFT
TABLE, which she started at CAFÉ FROSCH
NISHIJIN with owner Sumi Sanada to bring
together specialty coffee and Kyoto artisans.

PHOTOS TAKEN AT TOGENKYO (see below)

D

ark roast, blend, siphon, creamer... For
Robin, a true lover of specialty coffee,
the coffee culture of Japan has been one
surprise after another since her arrival. Compared
to the use of single origin beans, which carefully
consider the place of production and purchasing
methods, and the light roasting that brings out the
flavor of each individual bean that are both the
norm in her native Ireland, Japan’s coffee culture
is the polar opposite. As no amount of trickery can
hide the quality of the beans with light roasting,
Robin considered dark roasting unpleasant and

14

casually assumed they must all be using terrible
beans. However, after a few outings to some of
Kyoto’s fi ner cafés, she came to realize that dark
roasting could produce a uniquely clear and refi ned
flavor with good quality beans. (But she still admits
to preferring light roast coffee!)
Nonetheless, Robin still sees the value in visiting
jun’kissa cafés today because they offer something
more than just a place to drink coffee. She feels the
extra factors—the atmosphere, the conversation—
make for a unique experience that is increasingly
diﬃcult to fi nd in Ireland. “What beans are they

using, and what blend? These things are a
form expression for the café and barista. And
combined with the atmosphere that faithfully
recreates the Europe of old, jun’kissa have
a certain charm that you just cannot fi nd
anywhere else.” In Kyoto, recent years have
seen more and more specialty coffee shops
spring up, yet time seems to have stopped for
jun’kissa. While both types have their own
ideas and styles, there is no difference in
their passion for pouring a good cup of coffee.

The rich aroma of each cup, prepared one-by-one with
a coffee syphon, ﬁlls the peaceful Japanese interior.
The food menu has a large selection, including toast
and homemade beef tendon curry, so whenever you
stop by you can take it easy in this relaxing space.

逃現郷

NORTHWEST KYOTO

TOGENKYO
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

26 A-2

3

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-354-6866
ADDRESS 京都市上京区今出川通大宮上ル観世町 127-1
127-1 Kanze-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-1am (Food last order: 12am, Drink last order: 12:30am)
CLOSED Open every day PRICE from ￥450 SMOKING Yes
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A place where students can shoot the breeze while locals drop by to take a break and read
a newspaper. Each jun'kissa offers up a varied and nuanced atmosphere and is part of a
protected tradition. The long history has deep roots in Kyoto. Here we will take a look at
six unique and well-established jun'kissa that have developed along with people's lives.

JUN'KISSA

THE RADIANT-BLUE HOLY GROUND
OF THE MAIDEN

A FOCAL POINT OF AVANT-GARDE CULTURE
THAT REMAINS TO THIS DAY

A

A

café that has not changed at all since its
opening in 1948. In Kiyamachi, one of the
busiest districts in Kyoto, you can fi nd a
café that seems as though it was lost to time. Master
painter of the female form of the Showa period
(1926-1989), Seiji Togo, is said to have visited this
café often. This fascinating imagery can be seen in
the sign and furnishings, from which the somber
expressions of the girls from his paintings float and
drift forth. There is no BGM playing here—just an
occasional echo of a coffee cup creating just enough
silence for you to get lost in your imagination.
Soirée—French
for "evening
party." Just as the
name suggests,
once the sun
dips below the
horizon, the
café becomes

16

illuminated in an eerie, melancholy light. The
signature Jelly Punch (limited
quantities, ¥700) is yet
another embodiment of the
retro worldview. In fiercely
carbonated soda float
globules of colored jelly like
gemstones, adding another
level to the already romantic,
moody atmosphere.

喫茶

ソワレ

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

CAFE SOIREE

MAP P

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-221-0351
ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町四条上ル真町 95

95 Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 1pm-7:30pm (Last order: 1F 6pm, 2F 6:45pm)
CLOSED Mon.
AVERAGE ￥700
SMOKING No

29 E-3

4

storefront with the appearance of a
western street-corner, in the midst of
Japan’s former capital. The history of this
Japanese tangible-cultural-property-registered
café begins in 1934. It was a time when the footfalls
of approaching war could be heard. Despite the
heaviness that hung in the air around the world,
founder Shoichi Tateno gathered his artist friends
to design an interior to allow artists and people
of culture to freely debate and discuss issues of
the day. The stained glass windows and whitedomed ceiling remain unchanged as remnants of
the cultural atmosphere of the time, but recently
some modernity
has crept into the
menu—a selection
of western
confectionary with
seasonal changes.
Pudding a la Mode

(¥1,000). A rich sweetness yet the flavor of the fresh
cream and egg really comes through—perfect with
black coffee. If you want to spend a refi ned moment
of relaxation
enveloped by the
aroma of coffee and
classic music, we
recommend coming
in the morning when
it is relatively open.

フランソア喫茶室
SALON DE THE FRANCOIS

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-3

5

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-351-4042
ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通四条下ル船頭町 184
184 Sendo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-11pm (Last order: Food 10pm, Drink and cake 10:45pm)
CLOSED Dec. 31-Jan. 2 / Two days in summer
PRICE from ￥600 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.francois1934.com/index.html
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Time with coﬀee

The Specialties of
Kyoto Kissatens
COFFEE

TYROL

A café loved by regulars for over half a century.
The walls are decorated with photos showing
streetscapes of old Kyoto. If you’re looking for
something light between sightseeing spots, try the
Italian (¥680), a light meal of spaghetti, vegetables,
ham and mushroom, stir-fried in ketchup. A classic
Italian recipe given a
Japanese kissaten spin,
also known as naporitan.
Here, you can enjoy thick
spaghetti enhanced by a
mildly sweet sauce.
喫茶

チロル

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

ENGLISH MENU

27 A-4

6

Enjoy the variations in taste created by different
roasting methods. The refreshing taste of light roast,
the richness of medium roast, the bitterness of dark
roast, this café has 13 varieties from which to choose.
However, the wife of the owner makes just one kind
of old-fashioned donut (¥160) every day. It suits
every kind of coffee on
offer and has a simplicity
you will not get tired of.
Take your time with a
newspaper or book in the
relaxing tiled interior.

六曜社 地下店

MAP P

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-241-3026

ADDRESS 京都市中京区門前町 539-3

ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条下ル大黒町 36
36 Daikoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 6:30am-5pm (Last order: 4:30pm)

29 E-2

CLOSED Sun., Public holidays

OPEN 12pm-6pm (Last order: 5:30pm),
Bar: 6pm-10:30pm (Last order: 10pm), 1F: from 8:30am

8

AVERAGE Breakfast: ￥500, Lunch: ￥1,000

CLOSED Wed.

SMOKING Yes WEB http://tyrol.favy.jp/

PRICE from ￥500

Established in 1930, this kissaten café boasts the
longest history in Kyoto. The founder, Hitoshi
Tsuzuki, designed it inspired by the cafés he used
to frequent during his overseas studies in Paris.
The homemade curry & bread set (¥830) features
curry with two types of bread, a mini-salad, and
milk coffee or tea. A rest
at the long tables and long
chairs by Human National
Treasure, Tatsuaki Kuroda,
are just what a weary
traveler needs.

Established in 1932, this café insists on smart and
tasteful service. The pancakes (¥650), which are just
as popular as egg sandwiches and French toast, are
one of the oldest items on the menu. They are still
made with the same recipe from the days of the café’s
inception—unchanged in
taste and volume. Try the
pancakes with the mild yet
rich home-roasted coffee
(¥500) at the special set
price of just ¥1,100.

SMOKING Yes

スマート珈琲店
進々堂 京大北門前
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

TEL 075-701-4121
ADDRESS 京都市左京区北白川追分町 88

88 Kitashirakawa Oiwake-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-6pm (Last order: 5:45pm)
CLOSED Tue.
PRICE from ￥360
SMOKING No

26 C-2

ENGLISH MENU

ROKUYOSHA UNDERGROUND LOCATION

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TEL 075-821-3031

539-3 Monzen-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

SHINSHINDO KYODAI KITAMON-MAE

To many of those living here in Kyoto, kissaten cafés are an extension
of their living rooms. Just as every household has their own favorite
dishes, each café offers something a little different. Enjoy coffee time
in the morning, at midday, or in the evening, with our guide to the best
desserts and light meals at these old-fashioned cafés. And look forward
to how they perfectly suit the individual coffee blends of each café.

Wi-Fi

SMART COFFEE

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-2

9

7
TEL 075-231-6547
ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通三条上ル天性寺前町 537
537 Tenshojimae-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-7pm (Last order),
2F Restaurant: 11am-2:30pm (Last order)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ￥500 SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.smartcoﬀee.jp/

*Closed for remodeling until mid-Oct.
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FEELING EXHAUSTED?
SIT BACK, RELAX,
AND GRAB A PINT!

RESTAURANT OFFERING AN
IMPRESSIVE ARRAY OF STEAKS

Your home away from home. 5 great pubs in Kyoto

This “steak” bar is conveniently located near the intersection
of Shijo and Karasuma streets. A variety of rare cuts, such as
Chateaubriand and chuck flap, are available. Diced steak in
ample proportions (¥1,069) and tender, lean sirloin tips (¥1,501)
are offered at
reasonable prices.
Cold vegetable
appetizers and pasta
also complement the
steak and roast beef.
Enjoy the meal with
special wines from
various countries
around the world.

PIG AND WHISTLE

Our irish pubs are a favourite among international and local friends alike.
Don’t know any Japanese? No problem! We have an English menu & English
speaking staff. Whether you’re in Kyoto for a day or a lifetime, it will feel
like your home away from home. This is a place for beer lovers. How many
beers on tap? As many as we can fit behind the bar! We also have a wide
variety of whiskey, wine, bottled beer and cocktails. So sit back, relax, grab
a pint & chat with new friends! Be our guest!
KYOTO STATION

ニクバルダカラ

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

NIKU BAR DAKARA
ENGLISH MENU
ROKKAKU

GION

MAP P

28 C-3

15

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-241-4822

KARASUMA

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル長刀鉾町31 四条ビヨンドビル B1F
Shijo Beyond Bldg. B1F, 31 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

MAN IN THE MOON

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ROKKAKU LOCATION

MAP P

29 D-3
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MAN IN THE MOON
KARASUMA LOCATION

TEL 075-744-6655

TEL 075-741-7743

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角下ル
井筒屋町 418-1
418-1 Izutsuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市下京区因幡堂町 713
井筒因幡堂町ビル 1F
Izutsu Inabado-cho Bldng. 1F,
713 Inabado-cho, Shimokyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 3pm-2am
Sat., Sun. and public holidays: 3pm-12am

10 th

MAN IN THE MOON
KYOTO STATION LOCATION

ANNIVERSARY

MAP P

30

12

MAN IN THE MOON
GION LOCATION

TEL 075-672-2522

TEL 075-551-8177

ADDRESS 京都市下京区東塩小路釜殿町 31-1
近鉄名店街みやこみち内 西外側
Miyakomichi Kintetsumeitengai,
31-1 Kamadono-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市東山区花見小路末吉北西角
清本町 376 星の子鈴宝ビル 1F
Hoshinoko Suzuhou Bldg. 1F,
376 Kiyomoto-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-2am
Fri. and Sat.: until 4am

OPEN 5pm-3am
Sun. and public holidays: 4pm-11pm

MAN IN THE MOON

MAP P

27 B-5

TOKYO BRANCH

PIG AND WHISTLE

TOKYO SHIMBASHI LOCATION

KYOTO LOCATION

TEL 03-6435-7172

TEL 075-761-6022

ADDRESS 東京都港区新橋 3 丁目 15-4
TKK 第 2 ビル 1F
TKK Daini Bldg. 1F, 3-15-4 Minato-ku, Tokyo

ADDRESS 京都市東山区三条大橋東入ル
大橋町 115 尚美ビル 2F
Shobi Bldg. 2F, 115 Ohashi-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 3pm-4am, Sun. until 12am

MODERN JAPANESE IZAKAYA
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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DOMA DOMA Japanese style pub (izakaya), where the
indirect lighting creates a relaxing mood. In addition to
the a la carte menu of cheese and vegetables, you can enjoy
fresh seafood such as sashimi. The course menu offers
a Japanese beef sukiyaki course, a chewy beef simmering
hot pot, in addition to the main hot pot dishes. All courses
include appetizers, noodles, and dessert at reasonable
prices. You can add an all-you-can-drink course with over
60 drinks to choose from – from draft beer to sangria.

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

OPEN 5pm-1am
Fri., Sat. and day before public holiday: until 2am

SMOKING No

SMOKING Yes WEB https://nikubarudakara.com/

11

OPEN 3pm-2am
Sun. and public holidays: until 12am

KYOTO STATION AREA

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11pm) CLOSED Open every day

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

29 F-2

14

土間土間 木屋町三条店
DOMA-DOMA

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-2

16

KIYAMACHI SANJO LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥2,000 SMOKING Yes

Irish Pub MAN IN THE MOON
http://www.maninthemoonpub.com/

20

British Pub PIG AND WHISTLE
http://pigandwhistle.beer/

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-211-5000
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条下ル材木町 179 エフエス木屋町ビル 2F
FS Kiyamachi Bldg. 2F, 179 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-5am CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes

21

RESTAURANT SPECIALIZING
IN MATSUSAKA BEEF SUSHI
This relaxing Kyotostyle restaurant
serves dishes
that use premium
Matsusaka beef, such
as their namesake
NIKU SUSHI (beef
sushi). They also serve other beef dishes, including
dishes that are broiled, raw, use fl akes of beef, are
pickled in miso as well as sukiyaki-style. They also
use local seasonal ingredients such as wheat gluten
and eggplant to make their sushi.

おにくのおすし 京都祇園店

HIGASHIYAMA

ONIKU NO OSUSHI

MAP P

31

A SOUTHERN FRANCE PATISSERIE IN A
MACHIYA TRADITIONAL TOWNHOUSE
A traditional French patisserie nestled in the historic
town of Gion. In the fi rst floor boutique you can buy
citronnelle cakes cooked with a recipe passed down
through the generations, or delicious matcha pastries—a
Kyoto-favorite, and in the second floor salon, you can
enjoy the selection of chocolat desserts.

17

KYOTO GION LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

La maison JOUVAUD

TEL 075-551-9299

KYOTO GION LOCATION

HIGASHIYAMA

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園縄手通新橋上ル西之町 216-2

ENGLISH MENU

大西ビル B1F ／ Onishi Bldg. 1F, 216-2 Nishino-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP P

TEL 075-525-5211

OPEN 11：29am-2pm, 5pm-10:30pm
CLOSED Tue. and second and fourth Mon. of each month
PRICE

from ￥2,000

京都祇園店

31
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ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通新橋上ル元吉町 71-5
71-5 Motoyoshi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-9pm CLOSED Open every day AVERAGE ¥1,200

from ￥8,000

SMOKING No WEB https://patisserie-jouvaud.jp/

SMOKING No WEB http://www.k-whats.net/docs/

"YAKITORI"THE POPULAR JAPANESE DISH

SUMIBI-KUSHIYAKI
炭火串焼

zarame

Chicken and porkbased broth with
umami flavor is the
specialty of this
restaurant.
You can also
enjoy toppings
such as Chinese
barbequed
pork and egg.

- gourmet cotton candy-

KYOWATAGASHI—
FULL OF THE TASTE OF KYOTO
These giant, vibrantly colored cotton candies are
about three times the size of your head, yet there is
more to them than meets the eye — they are made with
top-quality kinako soybean powder or Uji green tea,
produced organically in Kyoto and elsewhere in Japan.
And as even the stick is made from Kyoto bamboo, they
are packed to the brim with the essence of Kyoto, and
you can only get them here.
ENGLISH MENU
TEL 090-5905-5840

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

30
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ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺

車道町 1 天龍堂 1F
Tenryudo 1F, 1 Sagatenryuji Kurumamichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ￥400 SMOKING No

22

ENGLISH MENU

21

OPEN 5：30pm-12am (Last order: 11pm), Sun. 5pm-12am (Last Order: 11pm)
SMOKING Yes

川端丸太町店
KAWABATA MARUTAMACHI LOCATION

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

26 C-3

22

ENGLISH MENU
Potage-like soup
TEL 075-752-4144
ADDRESS 京都市左京区東丸太町 9-5 神原ビル 1F
Kamihara Bldg. 1F, 9-5 Higashimaruta-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5：30pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)

FREE
SOUVENIR
STICKER!

MENYA AITO SHOP NO. 99
(GION LOCATION)
TEL 075-708-3300
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 344-3 アミカビル 1F
AMICA Bldg. 1F, 344-3 Gionmachi
north side, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-4pm, 5pm-3am

28 C-3

CLOSED Irregular holidays

HIGASHIYAMA

愛都 99号店（祇園店）

MAP P

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市中京区元法然寺町 683 烏丸錦ビル 1F
Karasuma Nishiki Bldg. 1F, 683 Motohonenji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Fried chicken (2 pieces) ...... ¥390

麺屋

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TEL 075-211-3750

Aito ramen ............... ¥750

20

http://sumibi-torito.jp/

SHIJO KARASUMA LOCATION

All topping
ramen .............¥1,100

31

とりと

四条烏丸店

MENU

MAP P

TORITO

There are four TORITO restaurants in Kyoto
where you can experience the deliciousness of
yakitori (Japanese grilled chicken on skewers),
well-loved by Japanese people, both children
and adults. The chicken used is high quality
and produced in Japan, and carefully grilled
over bincho (traditional high-grade) charcoal
produced from ubame oak. The yakitori, with
its flavor locked into it by the charcoal fi re, is
fragrant and juicy. Another highlight to note is,
depending on the part of the chicken, you can
experience tasting various different flavors. It
is also fun to be able to watch the chefs exhibit
their grilling skills right in front of you.

CLOSED Irregular holidays
SMOKING Yes

GROUP RESTAURANT

河原町三条店
KAWARAMACHI SANJO LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29

E-2 23

Wi-Fi

sumiyaki

燈（あかり）

SUMIYAKI AKARI

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

26 B-3

24

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-212-7788

TEL 075-255-1390

ADDRESS 京都市中京区恵比須町 534-6 エリゼビル 1F
Elize Bldg. 1F, 534-6 Ebisu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区行願寺門前町 2-1
2-1 Gyoganji Monzen-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Sun. SMOKING No

OPEN 5：30pm-12am (Last order: 11pm), Sat. and Sun., 5pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)

OPEN 5：30pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)

WEB http://menya-aito.com/

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Irregular holidays

SMOKING Yes (except counter seats)

SMOKING No (Smoking area available)

23

TRY OUR SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE
TO ACHIEVE BEAUTIFUL SKIN!
It is said that Suppon (soft-shelled turtle) was a favorite
of Yang Guifei, known in Japan as one of the three
great beautiful women in world history. Suppon is a
one-of-a-kind healthy food with excellent nutrients
that will lead to glowing skin. TSUBAKURO specializes
in Suppon dishes at reasonable prices. Not to mention,
we have Suppon nabe (hot
pot). We also have a wide
range of a la carte items
such as Suppon dashimaki
(Japanese omelette) and
Suppon karaage (deep fried).

NATURAL ONSEN
a short trip from kyoto city center

ツバクロ すっぽん食堂

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TSUBAKURO
SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE

MAP P

29 E-2
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-251-0234
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル上大阪町516
キヤマチジャンクション 4F
Kiyamachi Junction 4F, 516 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

A

trip to onsen (hot springs) is a must
for any visitor to Japan, but few travel
packages include onsen trips because
onsen towns are located far away from big
cities. The solution is TENZAN-NO-YU AT
SAGANO ONSEN, a Japanese onsen a quick
trip from the center of Kyoto – it is actually
within Kyoto city limits. The naturally hot
water bubbles forth constantly, bringing the
warmth of the earth to the surface from 1,200
meters below. Bathing in such fresh, hot water
is certain to melt away the stress of travel.
TENZAN-NO-YU features outdoor baths, tsuboyu (baths made with Japanese pottery) and
carbonated onsens which are only available on
Saturdays and Sundays. The high number of
regulars speaks to the novel style of the various
baths. And after your onsen experience, why
not enjoy gourmet KYOTO DINING? We have
a full menu that includes sushi and tempura.
We also offer a wealth of spa treatments,
from Korean body scrubs and massages to
reflexology and other treatments to relax the
body and the mind. Bathers often fi nish off
their spa course with another dip in the onsen.
We are confident you will fi nd the relaxation
you are seeking at TENZAN-NO-YU AT SAGANO
ONSEN. Include a daytime stop at an onsen in
your Kyoto sightseeing itinerary!

24

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500 SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.suppon.info/

BATHING RULES
・We refuse entry to people with tattoos or other
body markings, or who appear to be intoxicated.
If tattoos or drunkenness is discovered after entry,
offending customers will be escorted from the premises.

Welcome to KYOTO TOKYU HANDS

・Please do not take pictures inside the facility.
・Please do not bring food or drinks into the facility.
・Do not use mobile phones inside the changing rooms or bath areas.

TOKYU HANDS is a shop that is fi lled with all kinds of items,
including kitchen supplies, beauty goods, stationery, and
bags, offering visitors fun discoveries and happy surprises at
every turn. And you will also fi nd good souvenirs.

・Please do not enter the baths while wearing swimsuits or underwear.

さがの温泉

天山の湯

SAGANO ONSEN TENZAN

MAP P

30
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1F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

3F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

2F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

4F

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨野宮ノ元町 55-4-7
55-4-7 Sagano Miyanomoto-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-1am (Last admission: 12am)
Food service 11am-11:30pm ／ Drink service 11am-12am
Spa treatment 11am-12:50am (Last admission: 12am)
Korean body scrub 11am-12:40am (Last admission: 12am)
CLOSED Every 3rd Mon. (Next business day if the 3rd Mon. is a public holiday)
WEB http://www.ndg.jp/tenzan/

ENTRY FEE
General
General member

¥ 1,050
¥ 950

Ages 4-12
Age 3 or younger

¥ 500
FREE

RENTALS
Towel set
Indoor wear
Indoor wear + towel set

RE

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

CHILD

T
ON THE S

ARASHIYAMA

NO YU

TEL 075-882-4126

ADULT

KING
O
M
S
P
STO
ETS

¥ 200
¥ 300
¥ 350

28 C-3
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東急ハンズ 京都店
ENGLISH SIGNAGE

Near
Daimaru Kyoto
大丸京都店
周辺店舗

The City of Kyoto prohibits smoking in
public outdoor places within the city limits.
A ﬁne of ¥1,000 will be collected from
anyone found smoking within "Public Nonsmoking Areas".

TEL 075-254-3109
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル
長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-8:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/

Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

Please smoke at the designated
section and keep to the manners.
25
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Kit aoji

四条通

二条駅

NIJO Stn.

京都鉄道博物館

Kyoto Railway Museum

Oike

二条城

6

御池通

P18

五条通

Takoyakushi

Rokkaku

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

二条城前駅

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

東寺駅

Nishikikoji

四条通

Shijo

錦小路通

高辻通

Takatsuji

Gojo

Manjuji

五条通

万寿寺通

松原通

仏光寺通

Bukkoji

11 P20

京都市役所前駅

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

烏丸駅

KARASUMA Stn.

二条通

押小路通

竹屋町通

Kujo

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

B

九条通

渉成園

神宮丸太町駅

七条駅

SHICHIJO Stn.

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI
Stn.

三条駅

SANJO Stn.
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祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO
Stn.

京阪三条駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

建仁寺

三十三間堂

東福寺駅

C

真如堂

丸太町

通

道新幹

sen Lin
線

hinkan

e

今熊野観音寺

Imakumano kannonji Temple

JR東海

aido S

湖線（東
JR琵琶

清水寺

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

高台寺

Kodaiji Temple

知恩院

)
aido Line
o Line(Tok
）
JR Biwak
海道本線

八坂神社

京都市動物園

Chionin Temple

Yasaka Shrine

東山駅

Chishakuin Temple

JR Tok

岡崎公園

Okazaki Park

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

みやこめっせ

Miyakomesse

細見美術館

平安神宮

Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art
京都市美術館 Kyoto City Zoo

Marutamachi

蹴上駅

KEAGE Stn.

金地院

D

霊鑑寺

Reikanji
Temple

永観堂

Eikando Temple

Smoking area

Temple

Shrine

南禅寺

Konchiin Temple

岡崎神社

Heian Shrine

金戒光明寺

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

Nanzenji Temple

Shinnyo-do Temple
Konkai Komyoji Temple

吉田神社

熊野神社

ロームシアター京都

智積院

川通

Yoshida Shrine

今出

御蔭通

Okazaki Shrine

聖護院

ROHM Theatre Kyoto

妙法院

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

TOFUKUJI Stn.

Shichijo

P18

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

Kyoto University

茶山駅

CHAYAMA Stn.

Kit aoji 北 大 路 通

一乗寺駅

ICHIJOJI Stn.

修学院駅

SHUGAKUIN Stn.

D

Kumano Shrine

Kyoto National Museum
京都国立博物館
Myohoin Temple

豊国神社

Toyokuni Shrine

HIGASHIYAMA P31

7

北山通

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

Chionji Temple

元田中駅

Hosomi Museum

京大病院

22 P23

Kitayama

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kyoto University
Hospital
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下鴨神社

Kenninji
Temple

清水五条駅

松ヶ崎駅

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

C

Shimogamo Shrine

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

L in

TOJI Stn.

Oshikoji

Nijo

丸太町駅

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

梨木神社

Nashinoki Shrine

出町柳駅

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

JINGU MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都迎賓館

Kyoto State
Guest House

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

相国寺

Higashi-Honganji Temple
東本願寺
Shosei-en Garden

五条駅

GOJO Stn.

Matsubara

KYOTO STATION AREA P30

西本願寺

Nishi-Hongwanji Temple

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

蛸薬師通

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

烏丸御池駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

上御霊神社

Kamigoryo Shrine

北大路通

ra

A

椹木町通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

Kitaoji

JR
Na

東寺

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

Kyoto Aquarium

七条通

Gojo

四条大宮駅

SHIJO OMIYA Stn.

大宮駅

OMIYA Stn.

京都三条会商店街

一条通

上長者町通

Ebisugawa 夷 川 通

Takeyamachi

丸太町通

下立売通

京都府庁

鞍馬口駅

中立売通

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

北山駅

KITAYAMA Stn.

Shokokuji Temple

北大路駅

DOWN TOWN KYOTO P28-29

Sawaragicho

Shimodachiuri

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

Ichijo

B

KITAOJI Stn.

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

Kyoto Prefectural Office

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

Nakadachiuri

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

Nishijin Textile Center

今出川通

3

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

P14-15

妙蓮寺

Kyoto Sanjo Shopping Street

阪急京都線

Shichijo

丹波口駅

北大路通

Imadegawa

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

嵐電嵐山線

大宮通

Omiya

Myorenji Temple

Marutamachi

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

船岡山公園
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大徳寺

Daitokuji Temple

Funaokayama Park

Randen
Arashiyama Line

Shijo

七本松通

Shichihonmatsu

今宮神社

Senbon 千 本 通
千本通

Senbon
JR嵯峨野線

堀川通

Horikawa

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

Imamiya Shrine

油小路通

地下鉄烏丸線

1

Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji

JR Sagano Line

堀川通

Horikawa

北山通

西洞院通

富小路通

Kitayama

新町通

Shinmachi

麩屋町通

A

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

寺町通

Subway
Karasuma Line
烏丸通

Karasuma

御幸町通

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

京阪鴨東線

線

CENTRAL KYOTO

近鉄京都線

本線
京阪

高倉通
Takakura
堺町通
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Kamo River
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO

寺町通

Teramachi

Nijo

二条通

51

P42

FORTUNE GARDEN KYOTO
フォーチュンガーデン京都

Kyoto City Hall

Kyoto International Manga Museum

Smoking area
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas

Kyoto Hotel Okura
京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

44 P39

京都国際マンガミュージアム

KYOTO SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.
Oike

Subway Tozai Line

ゼスト御池

Hotel Gimmond Kyoto
ホテルギンモンド京都

Villa Aneyakoji
姉小路別邸

Aneyakoji

姉小路通

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
京都万華鏡ミュージアム

1

三条通

三条通

Rokkaku-do Temple

P44

P43

ウィングス京都

Misayama Park

地下鉄烏丸線

Subway Karasuma Line

蛸薬師通

御射山公園

生祥児童公園

53
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P38

P20

Takoyakushi
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43

蛸薬師通

P23

P43
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川端通

ROUND1
ラウンドワン

Nishiki Tenmangu
Shrine
錦天満宮

OPA

Books OGAKI

オーパ

大垣書店 四条店

LAQUE
四条烏丸

Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line
阪急京都線

Shijo

KYOTO BAL

Nishiki Market 錦市場

錦小路通

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma

Sumitomo Mitsui
Daimaru Dept. Store
Banking Corporation
大丸
三井住友銀行

KARASUMA Stn.

15

P21

烏丸駅

Shijo

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shijo

COCON
KARASUMA

三井ガーデンホテル京都四条

Ayanokoji

Mitsubishi
UFJ Bank
三菱UFJ銀行

Pontocho Park

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER

先斗町公園

4

KAWARAMACHI Stn.
河原町駅

四条通

Tokyu Hands
池坊短大

京都BAL

P16

Books JUNKUDO
ジュンク堂書店 京都店

四条通

Ikenobo Junior College

P21

東急ハンズ

Takashimaya Dept. Store

27 P25

Fujii Daimaru
Dept. Store

髙島屋

Shijo

P17 5
Kyoto
MARUI

Ayanokoji

綾小路通

Bukkoji

仏光寺通

四条通

Minamiza
Theater
南座

京都マルイ

GION SHIJO Stn.

藤井大丸
綾小路通

鴨川

Horikawa

Seisho Jido Park

三井ガーデンホテル京都新町別邸

16

Kamo River

六角通

SANJO Stn.
三条駅

先斗町歌舞練場

ミーナ京都

河原町通

Rokkaku

六角通

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shinmachi Bettei

Pontocho Kaburenjo

三木半旅館

Wings Kyoto

P20

P19

Kawaramachi

堀川通

Mikihan
Ryokan

Yaoichi Honkan
八百一本館

Nishikikoji

8

Mina Kyoto

六角堂

ホテルモントレ京都

14

P42

三条京阪駅

三条商店街
MOVIX京都

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

50

P23

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.

MOVIX Kyoto
三井ガーデンホテル京都三条

Takoyakushi

23

天性寺

Sanjo Arcade
Sanjo

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Sanjo

Rokkaku

Tenshoji Temple

新京極商店街

Sanjo

45

P2

大垣書店
烏丸三条店

寺町京極商店街

京都三条会商店街

Books OGAKI

本能寺

先斗町通

P39

9

京都文化博物館

ヴィラ三条室町・京都

Kyoto Sanjo
Shopping Street

P19

The Museum of Kyoto

Villa Sanjo Muromachi KYOTO

P25

26

Honnoji Temple

Pontocho

姉小路通

Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

Aneyakoji

寺町専門店会商店街

Teramachi Shopping Arcade

地下鉄東西線

烏丸御池駅

木屋町通

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.

京都市役所前駅

Zest Oike(Underground)

御池通

Kiyamachi

御池通

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

Oike

京阪鴨東線

御幸町通

富小路通

Tominokoji

Gokomachi

柳馬場通

Yanaginobanba

麩屋町通

堺町通

間之町通

Ainomachi

Sakaimachi

東洞院通

Higasinotoin

高倉通

車屋町通

Kurumayacho

Takakura

烏丸通

室町通

Muromachi

Shrine
Temple
Post office
Police station / Police box(Koban)
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Seven Bank ATM(P10)
ATM information is current as of August. 1, 2018.
Currency exchange(P10)

ザ・リッツカールトン京都

Keihan Railway Oto Line

二条城前駅

二条通

Kawabata

NIJOJO-MAE Stn.

Ogawa

Aburanokoji

押小路通

Karasuma

衣棚通

Koromonotana

Oshikoji

Nishinotoin

ANAクラウンプラザホテル京都

両替町通

新町通

Shinmachi

ANA CROWNE PLAZA KYOTO

二条城

Ryogaemachi

釜座通

Kamanza

西洞院通

小川通

油小路通

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

THE RITZ-CARLTON KYOTO

Nijo

二条通

Fuyacho

Nijo

祇園四条駅

SHIJO Stn.
Karasuma
Kyoto Hotel

四条駅

下京署

Takatsuji

28

高辻通

Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto

Bukkoji Temple

本線

ダイワロイネットホテル
京都四条烏丸

Ke i h

Shimogyo
Police Station

an R

Daiwa Roynet Hotel

ail w

仏光寺通

京阪

Bukkoji

ay

からすま
京都ホテル

Kenninji Temple
建仁寺

佛光寺

ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

Takatsuji

高辻通

29

ARASHIYAMA

HIGASHIYAMA
HIGASHIYAMA Stn.
Sanjo

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
SANJO Stn.

r
川

HANKYU ARASHIYAMA Stn.

阪急嵐山線

阪急嵐山駅

Arashiyamahigasi Park

通
大和大

Higashi-Oji

花見小路

P35

-Oji

Gion Kobu Kaburenjo
祇園甲部歌舞練場

Kodaiji Temple
高台寺

Kyoto Ebisu Shrine

Kenninji Temple

Yasui konpiragu Shine

京都ゑびす神社

建仁寺

安井金比羅宮

Miyagawacho Kaburenjo
宮川町歌舞練場

通
川端

ta
ab a
Kaw
京都タワー

京都新阪急ホテル

P34

K i yo

松原通

m iz

清水

u-za

坂

i- Oji

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.
清水五条駅

Gojo

五条

31

六道珍皇寺

Higash

Kawaramachi 河 原 町 通

Hotel new Hankyu Kyoto Kyoto Tower

高倉通

P5

Takakura

2

Higashinotoin

西洞院通

京都ヨドバシ

Rokudochinnouji
Temple

ka

東山署

東洞院通

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都駅前

Kyoto Yodobashi

Matsubara

法観寺
（八坂の塔）

Higashiyama
Police Station

Subway
Karasuma Line

七条通

48

P40

Hokanji Temple

八坂通

六波羅蜜寺
地下鉄烏丸線

Shichijo
Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

東本願寺

Horikawa 堀 川 通

西本願寺

京都霊山護国神社

高台寺公園

二寧坂

Higashi-Honganji Temple

P40
Rokuharamitsuji
Temple

Kyoto Ryozen Gokoku Shrine
Kodaiji Temple park

Ninen-zaka

Nishi-Hongwanji Temple

49

32

30

47
P41

円山公園

八坂神社

54

Yas aka

KYOTO STATION AREA

東大路通

Hanamiko

先斗町通

嵐山東公園

Maruyama Park
Yasaka Shrine

P44

en -z

岩田山公園

P34

S ann

Iwatayama Park

Kaw

ar a

Horinji Temple
Hankyu Railway
Arashiyama Line

28

aka

ve

P34

知恩院

aka
jo -z
Go 条坂
五
P34

通

29

坂

Ri

桂

法輪寺

Kiyamachi

町通

a

r

渡月橋

25

河原

ur

南座

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

chi

ts

祇園四条駅

ma

Togetsukyo Bridge

GION SHIJO Stn.

髙島屋

Chionin Temple

四条通

Minamiza
Theater

阪急京都線

P24
Ka

京都マルイ

一本橋

通

有栖川駅

三条通

Takashimaya
Dept. Store

Ippon-Bashi Bridge

よしもと祇園花月

東大路

ARISUGAWA Stn.
Sanjo

Shijo

青蓮院門跡

Yoshimoto
Gion Kagetsu

P22

20

55

P44

路通

嵐山駅

40 P38

13

Kyoto MARUI

車折神社駅

ARASHIYAMA Stn.

38

P20

Yamato

P36

嵐山公園

18

57

河原町駅

町通

Arashiyama Park

嵐電嵯峨駅

P44

宮川

36

P36

KAWARAMACHI Stn.
KURUMAZAKI
JINJA Stn.

鹿王院駅

RANDEN SAGA Stn.

e

P22

ho

41
P36 39
P38

オーパ

鴨川

ARASHIYAMA
TOROKKO Stn.
トロッコ嵐山駅

嵐電嵐山本線

ROKUOIN Stn.

天龍寺

OPA

ag a

ロッコ
列車

19 P22

37 P36,37

Tenryuji Temple

大河内山荘

Randen
Arashiyama Lin

新京極商店街

Miy

Okochi Sanso

Shinkyogoku
Shopping Arcade

Line JR嵯
峨野線

P22
Tatsumi
Daimyojin
Shrine

辰巳大明神

w ac

トロッコ嵯峨駅

野宮神社

Sa
Ro ma g a n o
嵯峨野 ntic Train
ト

JR Sagano

SAGA TOROKKO Stn.

17

Pontocho

嵯峨嵐山駅

木屋町通

SAGA ARASHIYAMA Stn.

42

P38
Nonomiya
Shrine

京都BAL

ive

竹林

KYOTO BAL

oR

常寂光寺

Chikurin-no-Komichi
Bamboo Forest

ラウンドワン

Kam

Jojakkoji Temple

ROUND1

丸太町通

Marutamachi

京阪本線

Keihan Railway

二尊院

Shorenin Temple

Furukaw

先斗町歌舞練場

ミーナ京都

Nisonin Temple

59

P45

三条駅

Pontocho Kaburenjo
Mina Kyoto

産寧

三条商店街

i Line

線
地下鉄東西

a- cho A

三条京阪駅

Sanjo Arcade

清凉寺

ji

Seiryoji Temple

祇王寺

Subway Toza

東山駅

三条通

rcade
古川町商
店街

Gioji Temple

Jishu Shrine
地主神社

Chawan-zaka
茶わん坂

Kiyomizu Temple
清水寺

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

Porta(Underground)
京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

Mielparque Kyoto

京都総合観光案内所

P20

京都駅

Aburanokoji

イオンモール京都

Toji

Muromachi 室 町 通

新・都ホテル

Hachijo 八 条 通
Shinmachi 新 町 通

油小路通

New Miyako
Hotel

Aeon Mall Kyoto
近鉄京都線

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

Nishigojo

KYOTO Stn.

12

東寺通

El Inn Kyoto
エルイン京都

Daiwa Royal Hotel
Grande Kyoto

Marutamachi
丸太町通

35

P35

西五条通

NISHIKYOGOKU Stn.

P35

34

JR Sagano Line
JR嵯峨野線

UZUMASA Stn.
太秦駅

TOKIWA
Stn.

SATSUEISYOMAE Stn.
撮影所前駅

常盤駅

線

Kyoto Tourist Information Center

JR京都伊勢丹

WEST KYOTO

高辻通

電嵐山

京都駅ビル専門店街
ホテルグランヴィア京都
ザ・キューブ

Takatsuji

nk 阪
Ky yu 急京
ot Ra 都
o L il w 線
in e ay

JR-Kyoto
Isetan Dept.

京都センチュリーホテル

Ha

ビックカメラ

WEST KYOTO

KyotoCentury Hotel

Hotel Granvia Kyoto

Kadonooji

東塩小路公園

The CUBE

Bic Camera

58 P45

西京極駅

ダイワロイヤルグランデ京都

Hotel Keihan Kyoto
ホテル京阪京都

Kyoto Avanti
京都アバンティ
烏丸通

リーガロイヤルホテル京都

Higashishiokoji
Park

Karasuma

Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto

Ra
A rash nden
iyama
Line
嵐

メルパルク京都

キャンパスプラザ京都

葛野大路通

Campus Plaza Kyoto

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都八条口

Foreign Friendly TAXI stand

Shrine

Police station / Police box (Koban)

Currency exchange (Please refer to P10)

Temple

Shopping arcade, Underground shopping archade

Smoking area

Post ofﬁce

Seven Bank ATM (Please refer to P10)

¥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas

*ATM information is current as of August. 1, 2018.
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西陣 五辻

ケンプトン9

ケンプトン10

CAMPTON 9 NISHIJIN ITSUTSUJI

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市上京区浄福寺通五辻下ル

ADDRESS 京都市中京区麩屋町通二条上ル

有馬町 185
185 Arima-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

有馬町 185
185 Arima-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

布袋屋町 490-2
490-2 Hoteiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

PRICE from ¥64,000

PRICE from ¥80,000

PRICE from ¥68,000

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 5 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 9 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 5 people

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

EMMACHI Stn.

出町柳駅

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden
京都御苑

円町駅

JR Sagano
JR嵯峨

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

Line

丸太町駅

野線

Nijo Castle

CEO of CAMPTON Inc.

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

二条城

NIJO Stn.

NISHIOJI
OIKE Stn.

Keihan Railway Oto Line

北野白梅町駅

地下鉄烏丸線

Subway
Karasuma Line

KITANO
HAKUBAICHO Stn.

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

二条駅

二条城前駅

京都市役所前駅

JINGU MARUTAMACHI Stn.
神宮丸太町駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

烏丸御池駅

三条駅

GION
八坂神社
SHIJO Stn.
祇園四条駅

Kodaiji Temple

e

烏丸駅

i Lin

KARASUMA Stn.

四条駅

西線

SHIJO Stn.

阪急京都線

鉄東

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

蹴上駅

a
Toz

西院駅

地下

SAIIN Stn.

Yasaka Shrine

KEAGE Stn.

way

大宮駅

高台寺
京阪本線

K

yomachiya townhouses were the residences
of the common people of the history-rich
city of Kyoto. These buildings exude the
simple, sophisticated beauty of Japan. CAMPTON
has renovated these kyomachiya townhouses to
provide them as lodging facilities. When this
company encountered the machiya townhouse
that is now its head oﬃce, the appeal of its beauty
was the start of its business objectives of “giving
new life to the Kyomachiya townhouses” and the
“preservation of Kyoto’s streetscape”.
Based on his experience as a developer, CEO Ono
wanted to preserve real estate using a method in
which historical buildings are not destroyed. The
method employed was that of renovation to make
buildings suitable for modern times while fully
displaying the good qualities of the old buildings,
so that they can survive into the future while

32

producing equivalent economic
value as that of new buildings.
These reincarnated kyomachiya
townhouses function as cozy hotels.
To ensure that visitors experience a
special stay, amenities, bedding, and
heated floors are provided. Meals
are not offered to allow visitors ample opportunity
to enjoy the city of Kyoto and its rich, varied food
culture. Sightseeing recommendations, including
catered food are available for those who wish them.
Through concierge services, the goal is to provide
support for various questions that guests may have.
CEO Ono often mentions “our Kyoto”. He spoke
with a twinkle in his eye, saying that he wants
to introduce many people to the essence of Kyoto
as participants in its long history through the
kyomachiya townhouse.

GOJO Stn.
五条駅

丹波口駅

東本願寺

西本願寺

KYOTO Stn.

布袋屋町 490-2
490-2 Hoteiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
PRICE from ¥70,000

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.
清水五条駅

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

Higashi Honganji Temple

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

Wi-Fi
ADDRESS 京都市中京区麩屋町通二条上ル

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

Keihan Railway
TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

御所南ほてい

CAMPTON 3 GOSHO-MINAMI-HOTEI

東山駅

SANJO Stn.
KAWARAMACHI Stn.
河原町駅

OMIYA Stn.

ケンプトン3

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

京阪三条駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

Su b

西大路御池駅

EXPERIENCE TRADITION IN
COMFORTABLE MACHIYA TOWNHOUSES

御所南ゑびす

CAMPTON 4 GOSHO-MINAMI-EBISU

Wi-Fi

今出川駅

After graduating from Keio University, he joined
SUMITOMO REALTY & DEVELOPMENT CO.,
LTD. He established WEEZ INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED through Citibank, N.A. In September
of 2015, he established CAMPTON Inc.

ケンプトン4

ARIMA

ADDRESS 京都市上京区浄福寺通五辻下ル

IMADEGAWA Stn.

Masao Ono

西陣 有馬

CAMPTON 10 NISHIJIN

京阪鴨東線

WE ARE PARTICIPANTS IN THE HISTORY OF
THE KYOMACHIYA TOWNHOUSE THAT
LINK THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 8 people
CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

SHICHIJO Stn.
七条駅

京都駅

ケンプトン2

西洞院

CAMPTON 2 NISHI-NO-TOIN

ケンプトン1

艮

CAMPTON 1

USHITORA

Check-in and inquiries are handled here

ヘッドオフィス

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

ケンプトン

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西洞院通六条下ル

ADDRESS 京都市下京区新町通六条下ル

CAMPTON

西側町 492
492 Nishigawa-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

艮町 862-3
862-3 Ushitora-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ENGLISH SPOKEN

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

TEL 075-533-7211

PRICE from ¥62,000

PRICE from ¥59,000

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 6 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 6 people

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺北門前通下
河原東入ル鷲尾町 512
512 Washio-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

HEAD OFFICE
Wi-Fi

OPEN 10am-7pm
WEB http://kyoto-campton.com/

The price varies depending on the number of guests, season, and day of the week. All lodgings are available for two or more guests.
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ஷߒ

A 美御前社
UTSUKUSHIGOZEN-SHA SHRINE
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31

28

EXQUISITE JAPANESE "KYOTO BEEF" BRAND
RIVALING KOBE BEEF!

ENGLISH BROCHURE
TEL 075-561-6155
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 625
625 Kitagawa, Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Free to browse at any time of the day
ADMISSION Free SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yasaka-jinja.or.jp/en/

15 min walk
B

清水五条坂

ゆば泉

KIYOMIZUGOJOZAKA

A

MAP P

WHY DO WOMEN GATHER AT
YASAKA-JINJA SHRINE?

Y

ASAKA-JINJA Shrine is known by the nickname
“Gion-san” and for offering blessings for a
prosperous business, warding off evil, and bring
A
good fortune. UTSUKUSHIGOZEN-SHA shrine, on the eastern
side of the grounds, is a perfect power spot for women seeing
blessings for beauty and health, as three beautiful and famous goddesses are
enshrined within, and it is believed to be a gathering point for miracles of
beauty. Try splashing a few drops of the “beauty water” that wells up in front
of the shrine on your skin and enter the shrine feeling refreshed and purified.
If you want to make the best of your beauty, you should also watch what you
eat. Soybeans are rich in isoflavones and a perfect
B
choice for women. Yuba is a thin sheet of soy made
by lifting the skin that forms on heated soymilk,
and here in Kyoto, it is almost as well-known as tofu
itself. In nearby KIYOMIZUGOJOZAKA YUBASEN,
which houses a yuba factory on the second floor, you
can sample freshly made yuba whenever you stop
by. In particular, we recommend the Kyo Yuba Zen (¥1,944), where you can
sample a variety of flavors and textures, including deep fried and soft yuba.
But there’s one more food made from soybeans that we must
C
not forget about: Kinako—a soybean product that is rich in
nutrition and gaining attention as a super-food. Roasted
soybeans are fi nely ground leaving a distinct and fragrant
powder. Try the epitome of Japanese sweetness: Kinana
Hapon (¥1,100). This dessert features KINANA ice cream
that boasts all-natural ingredients and kinako powder made
using black soybeans from Tamba.
The charm of Kyoto lies not only in experiencing Japan’s authentic traditional
food culture, but also in the chance to encounter food at the forefront of
taste technology. DANDELION CHOCOLATE, known for using single origin
ingredients, has opened its fi rst
D
Kansai store in the Higashiyama area.
From a Japanese traditional house that
has stood for over 100 years, they offer
a Bean-to-bar experience straight
from the heart of San Francisco.
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YUBASEN

HIGASHIYAMA

31

29

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-541-8000
ADDRESS 京都市東山区五条橋東 6 丁目 583-113
583-113, 6-chome, Gojobashihigashi,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-3pm (Last order: 2:30pm)
*Varies depending on the season.
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ￥1,200 SMOKING No
WEB http://gojo.yubasen.co.jp/

15 min walk
C 祇園きなな 本店
GION KINANA MAIN LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31

30

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-525-8300
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-119
570-119 Minamigawa, Gion-machi,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-7pm (Last order: 6:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ￥600 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kyo-kinana.com/gionkinana/

11 min walk
D ダンデライオン・チョコレート
京都東山一念坂店

WAGYU BEEF LUNCH ACROSS THE STREET
FROM GION YASAKA-JINJA SHRINE

E

njoy reasonably priced, delicious Wagyu beef
at YAKINIKU ISHIYA, which is also frequented
by celebrities. The access and location of its
Gion restaurant is perfect. From the second floor, guests
can see YASAKA-JINJA
Shrine. The steak bowl
and hamburger that
are limited to the lunch
menu provide casual
dining, so drop in on a
break from sightseeing.
At night, enjoy highquality Wagyu beef at
other locations as well
for the total “Kyoto
beef” experience.

焼肉

石屋

YAKINIKU

ISHIYA

http://regee.com/

祇園店

HIGASHIYAMA

GION LOCATION

MAP P

31

32

TEL 075-531-0290
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 539
539 Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-5pm (Sat., Sun. and public holiday: until 4pm),
5pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING Designated area (11:30am-4pm)

DANDELION CHOCOLATE
KYOTO HIGASHIYAMA ICHINENZAKA LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31

31

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-531-5292
ADDRESS 京都市東山区桝屋町 363-6
363-6 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm (Last order: 5:30pm)
CACAO BAR: 12pm-6pm (Last order: 5pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ￥330 SMOKING No
WEB https://dandelionchocolate.jp/
*The Cacao Bar is only open Fri., Sat., and Sun, with
preference given to reservations.

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

26 C-2

33

WEST KYOTO
MAP P

31

34

WEST KYOTO
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

31
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出町店

太秦店

かどの大路四条店

DEMACHI LOCATION

UZUMASA LOCATION

KADONOOJI SHIJO LOCATION

TEL 075-752-2929

TEL 075-384-2929

TEL 075-312-2929

ADDRESS 京都市左京区田中下柳町 29

ADDRESS 京都市右京区太秦北路町 25-1

29 Tanaka Shimoyanagi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

25-1 Uzumasa Kitaro-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区西院月双町 33
33 Saiin Tukiso-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 6pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Thu.

OPEN 11:30am-2pm (Last order: 1:45pm),
5pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm (Last order: 2pm),
5pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)

SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Dinner time on Wed. SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING Yes
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A 天龍寺
TENRYU-JI TEMPLE
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

30

36

ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-881-1235
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 68
68 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8:30am-5:30pm (Oct. 21-Mar. 20:
8:30am-5pm, Nov. 10-Dec. 2: 7:30am-5pm)
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Garden only: ¥500 (Elementary
and middle school students: ¥300), Garden and
buildings: additional ¥300
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.tenryuji.com/en/

ອߒ

Roast Wagyu Beef Don Bowl with
Popular Kyo Yuba Salad (¥2,000)

8 min walk
A

B

嵐山

喜重郎

ARASHIYAMA

WHY IS THE GARDEN AT
TENRYU-JI TEMPLE SO BEAUTIFUL?

KIJUROU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

30

37

ENGLISH MENU

O

ne of the most famous places in Arashiyama is world heritage site
TENRYU-JI Temple. You absolutely must see the SOGENCHI TEIEN
Garden, designed by Zen master Muso Soseki who became known
for his beautiful gardening. This garden was designed in the chisenkaiyushiki
style, which is based around the premise of people sitting around the edge
of the pond and gazing across its still waters, so why not fi nd your favorite
spot, sit down, and enjoy the scenery of the wonderful garden. The greatest
highlight is the shakkei—borrowed scenery. This is a concept in garden
design in which elements of the scenery beyond the boundary of the garden
are considered as elements of the garden design itself. At SOGENCHI TEIEN
Garden, the way the trees planted in the garden blend
B
naturally with the far distant Arashiyama and Kameyama
mountains well beyond the garden fence is one such example
of this concept that leaves you feeling nature in your heart.
With your heart full of the garden’s natural beauty, next
you should fi ll your stomach with a delicious lunch. We
recommend ARASHIYAMA KIJUROU’s Wagyu Steak Box with
Boiled Tofu (from ¥3,100). The steak box, sukiyaki box and
roast beef bowl all feature Wagyu beef slowly cooked over a
low heat to soften it without losing the deliciousness.
For dessert how about a melding of parfait and dorayaki (red
bean paste sandwiched between pancake-like patties)?
C
Parfait-dora (¥500) is MARUNIAN’s confectionary
comprised of cream fi lled with either top-quality
Uji matcha cream or fresh cream and seasonal fruits
between two slices of spongy dorayaki doughs. This
new style of Japanese sweet snack can be carried on
one hand so it is the perfect companion for a stroll.
D
Round out your day with a visit to a store of SHOYEIDO,
a well-established incense company. Here you can try
your hand at the Japanese practice of fragrance making
and experience a new aspect of Japanese culture in
their incense workshop. Using fragrance tablets such
as cinnamon and clove, in around 30 minutes you can
create your own fragrant sachet. Why not create one as
a memento of your trip to Kyoto?

36

ADMIRE THE CHANGE
OF THE SEASON
AS YOU SAVOR THE
WAGYU BEEF

TEL 075-366-0732
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 18-27
18-27 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho,
Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-8pm (Last order: 7:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥3,000 SMOKING No

6 min walk
C まるにあん
MARUNIAN
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

30

38

ENGLISH MENU
TEL N/A
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 3-25
3-25 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-4pm *Varies depending on the season.
CLOSED New Years holidays (Services may be
suspended depending on the weather)
PRICE from ￥500 SMOKING No

1 min walk
D

松栄堂

嵐山香郷

SHOYEIDO

RANZANKAKYO

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

30

39

ENGLISH BROCHURE
TEL 075-873-5590
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺門前
嵐山 昇龍苑内 2F ／ Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F,
Sagatenryuji Monzen, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm (Workshop events from:
10:10am, 11:30am, 1pm, 2:30pm and 4pm)
CLOSED Open every day (Closed on days
Arashiyama Shoryuen is closed)
PRICE ￥1,296 (each) SMOKING No
WEB http://www.shoyeido.co.jp/english/

*Making reservations: Visit in person,
by telephone (10am-5pm)
*Up to eight people can participate in each event
(preference given to reservations)

Wagyu Steak Box with Boiled Tofu
(from ¥3,100)

EVERY SEAT OFFERS A VIEW OF THE JAPANESE GARDEN AND
EVERY LACQUERED BOX CONTAINS PREMIUM WAGYU BEEF

T

ake a break from the hustle and bustle of Kyoto’s
many sightseeing spots in the peaceful interior.
The layout is designed such that each seat offers a
stunning view of the calm Japanese garden as it rolls out
from the glass doors like a painting. Here you can enjoy
everything from steak and sukiyaki presented in lacquered
boxes to roast wagyu beef don bowl (roast beef on rice) and
a variety of other Wagyu Japanese beef dishes. The meat
is slowly cooked over a low heat to soften it and seal in the
deliciousness. The Wagyu steak box has a Japanese sauce
infused with Japanese pepper corns for a kick of spice, and
comes with boiled tofu—a Saga region delicacy.

嵐山

喜重郎

ARASHIYAMA

ARASHIYAMA

KIJUROU

MAP P

30

37

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-366-0732
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 18-27
18-27 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-8pm (Last order: 7:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥3,000
SMOKING No
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TOGIYA

旬菜ダイニング

十祇家

SEASONAL VEGETABLE CUISINE
Original vegetable dishes created with generous helpings of
seasonal vegetables. The owner visits farms himself to select
the best, freshest local vegetables for each dish. The salads and
seiro-mushi bamboo steamer dishes exhibit the essence of each
vegetable and are popular with Japanese and non-Japanese alike.

本店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

MAIN LOCATION
京都・嵐山

ENGLISH MENU

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

BAMBOO SHOP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the
natural beauty of Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since
1935, our shop has specialized in the best
bamboo products.
At the original location, there are over 1,000
items on display. At the Shoryuen Shop,
across from our original location, you can
watch artisans weaving bamboo baskets
and also partake in the experience.

MATCHMAKING AT
SAGANO IN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

30

AVERAGE ¥3,500 SMOKING Yes WEB http://togiya-dining.com/

烏丸三条店
ENGLISH MENU

CLOSED Open every day WEB http://www.takenomise.com/

MAP P

30

ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F (facing the original location)

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

mumokuteki

(where the dishes are cooked using an iron

we can, we produce

plate) to share Japanese cuisine with tourists.

variety of dishes

Okonomiyaki is Japanese soul food made

primarily made of

using unique Japanese cooking methods,

vegetables organically

and is made from cabbage, topped with
sauce, and served hot and steamy! You can

farm located in North

feel the traditional culture of Japan inside as

Kyoto. You can enjoy

MAP P

30

NONOMIYA Shrine

you look around at the Kiyomizu ware and

嵯峨野の宮

野宮神社

京都市右京区嵯峨野宮町 1
1 Saganomiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL. 075-871-1972
E-mail：kakeno@jinja.or.jp
http://www.nonomiya.com/
Sagano Tour Starting Point: 5 min. walk from Arashiyama

38

Ukiyo-e paintings hung on the walls, all while

worrying about

enjoying our dome-shaped Okonomiyaki!

calories.

mumokuteki cafe & foods

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

Wi-Fi

A MUST EAT!
"DOME-SHAPED OKONOMIYAKI" HERE!
this reasonably priced Teppanyaki restaurant

healthy foods without

Sagano Palace

AVERAGE ¥3,500

SMOKING No smoking from 12pm to 1:30pm WEB http://iyasaka-dining.com/

A married couple, fluent in English, opened

animal origin as best

42

45

OPEN 12pm-1:30pm(Mon. to Fri. only), 5pm-10:30pm (Last order: 9:30pm)

41

grown in our own

The Tale of Genji, The God of Love

28 B-2

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通室町西入ル衣棚町 59-2 2・3F
2F/3F, 59-2 Koromonotana-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
CLOSED Irregular holidays on Sun.

using ingredients of

MAP P

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-256-5177

ARASHIYAMA

SHORYUEN LOCATION
TEL 075-861-5580

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

KARASUMA SANJO LOCATION

OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)

Refraining from

ARASHIYAMA

TEL 075-241-2788

OPEN 5pm-10pm, Fri. and Sat.: until 10:30pm CLOSED Irregular holidays

40

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

"MIYABI" CHARM

Accepting
special prayer for
matchmaking

44

TEL 075-861-0076

THE TALE OF GENJI

The charm will be
mailed to you after
a special prayer has
been said (¥1,000
including shipping)

29 E-1

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木町 496 アイル竹嶋 1F
Aisle Takeshima 1F, 496 Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

MAP P

Wi-Fi

29 D-3

43

TEL 075-213-7733
ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通蛸薬師上ル式部町 261

ヒューマンフォーラムビル 2F
Human Forum Bldg. 2F, 261 Shikibu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays PRICE from ¥1,000
SMOKING No WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

たこ錦

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TAKO NISHIKI

MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

26 A-3

46

Wi-Fi

TEL 090-3946-8259
ADDRESS 京都市中京区聚楽廻西町 188-59
188-59 Jurakumawari Nishimachi, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-10pm CLOSED Mon. PRICE from ￥750
SMOKING Yes WEB https://takonishiki.com/
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Take an emotional journey through the side streets

2. AJIKI ROJI ALLEY

MIYAGAWA-CHO TOUR

Ajiki-Roji, where the street still stands as it always has.
Young and upcoming creators have set up shop in these
traditional machiya townhouses, built over 100 years
ago. In this row of around 10 houses, you can fi nd
MATSUSHIMA, which offers small items such as covers
and original bags made from leather, and SUZUMEYA,
offering handmade notebooks with a unique taste.

A guided tour around the Miyagawa-cho
neighborhood, one of the Kagai of Kyoto, a place
where Geiko and Maiko gather. And as you stroll
through the typical Kyoto side streets, you can stop
by temples and traditional arts and craft workshops.
TIME Mon. and Thu., from 9:30am
TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

あじき路地

HIGASHIYAMA

PLACE HOTEL THE CELESTINE KYOTO GION

ADDRESS 京都市東山区山城町 284

MAP P

(At the front desk, B1F)

31

49

284 Yamashiro-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

PRICE ￥2,000 *Hotel guests can get a discount based on the
number of participants

OPEN Around 11am-6pm *Varies by store
CLOSED Varies by store PRICE Varies by store SMOKING No

CAPACITY 10 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations must be made by telephone

HOTEL THE CELESTINE
KYOTO GION

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31

47

TEL 075-532-3111

3. OTHER SPOTS

ADDRESS 京都市東山区八坂通東大路西入ル小松町572
572 Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
WEB https://www.celestinehotels.jp/kyoto-gion/eng/

Miyagawa-cho is dotted with workshops supporting the
traditional craft industry. Stop by a bamboo craft shop
to see fi rsthand the skill of the craftsman, and later
pass by a sensu (folding fan) store lined with everything
from everyday sensu to those used by Geiko and Maiko
in their traditional dances. And if you time it just
right, you might be able to catch a glimpse of skilled
metalworkers creating kazari — metal adornments for
al floats!
banners, portable shrines and festival

1. ROKUHARAMITSU-JI TEMPLE
A temple established in the year 951. Upon entrance you will see the Omaetachi statue
(a replica statue for viewing in place of the hidden real one), and next to that, the
Ichigan’ishi prayer stone. It is said that prayers made while spinning the stone three
times are sure to be granted. On this tour, you can learn the difference between
shrines and temples, and the guide will carefully explain about the main shrine
building painted brightly in vermillion, and the richly colored ornamented beams.

六波羅蜜寺

City of Kyoto Visitors Host

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

ENGLISH BROCHURE

31

福住典子さん
NORIKO FUKUZUMI (Noriko)

48

TEL 075-561-6980

Born and raised in Kyoto. Studied abroad
d
in America for 1 year during high school.
Carefully explains about her native Kyoto
o
with a bright and beaming smile.

ADDRESS 京都市東山区轆轤町 2 丁目 81-1 ／ 81-1, 2 chome Rokuro-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-5pm *Treasure room 8:30am-4:30pm (Reception) CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free (Treasure room ¥600 per adult) SMOKING No WEB http://rokuhara.or.jp/

KYOTO INSIDER-GUIDED TOURS

- Presented by “City of Kyoto Visitors Host”-

NIJO-JO CASTLE

KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE

KYOTO COMMUNITY EXPLORATION

KYOTO TRADITIONAL CRAFT

TIME Every day from 12pm, except Wed.

TIME Every Sat. and Sun., from 10am

TIME Every Fri. from 9:30am

TIME Every Tue. and Fri., from 9am

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 60 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

PLACE NIJO-JO CASTLE (541 Nijojo-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,000 (castle entrance fee is not included)
CAPACITY 15 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations can be made on
govoyagin.com

PLACE KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE (23 Kyoto
Gyoen, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥1,500, Middle or High School Student ¥700
CAPACITY 34 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations not required
(Advance registration by Internet is given priority)
*There may be temporary closures

PLACE HOKKAIKAN OHANABO (66-2 Shokuyacho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥1,500, Children (Age 4 to 12): ¥1,000,
Age 3 and under: Free
CAPACITY Tours are held for 1 person or more
REGISTRATION Please make a reservation via e-mail
(inf@bunkayoku.com) or by phone (075-371-3688).

PLACE FURUKAWA SHUZO (546 Furukawa-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,500
CAPACITY 12 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations not required
*Tour is recommended for age 6 and above

PLACE NOKU KYOTO HOTEL (205-1 Okura-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,000, ¥1,500 for NOKU guests
CAPACITY 10 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Register at the front desk of the
NOKU KYOTO HOTEL on the day of the tour.
*Tour is recommended for age 10 and above

These tours will be guided by the City of Kyoto Visitors Hosts, highly qualified interpreter guides specialized in Kyoto.
These guides are oﬃcially certified by the City of Kyoto and have undergone special training including an extensive
curriculum of history, culture and traditional arts as well as guiding and communication skills.

40

HIGASHI-HONGANJI

TIME Every day, from 10am and from 12:30pm

https://www.kyotovisitorshost.com/en/
41
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KOUSETSUKEN, a specialty shop for brushes
used in Shodo, or Japanese calligraphy, was
established in the latter half of the Edo period.
This famous shop has also been beloved by the
great writers representing Japan. The shop
handles approximately 200 types of brushes. They
use the hair from animals, such as tanuki raccoon
dogs, horses, and goats, and the performance and
style of the brushes change with their quality and
combination. The staff will help to select the best
brush for its intended use. Have fun fi nding just
the right brush and writing your favorite words.

C

BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO
If you are not sure what Kyoto souvenirs to buy, why not try an everyday
item that shows the skill of the artisan who created it? It is going to be
used every day, so the beauty should lie in its function. And you’ll have
some great memories of the time you spent watching the artisans work.
Come and search for the artisan’s handiwork for yourself.

All prices include tax (as of August 2018)

A

A
桔梗利

This store sells scrubbing brushes and brooms
made from the fi bers of the hemp-palm called
shuro in Japanese. Despite the fact that it is a wellestablished store that was founded in 1818, it does
not have any signage because of the belief that if a
store carries carefully made products, customers
will come, and once they experience the excellence
of the products, they will keep coming back. The
Shuro scrubber brush (large for ¥500), is convenient
for washing dishware or root vegetables, and a
kiriwara brush (¥1,500) with straws shaved off
straight at each end and tightly bound with copper
wire — a tradition dating back to the Edo period.
(1603-1867)—would make a great souvenir.

B
内藤商店

KIKYORI

NAITO-SHOTEN

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-2

50

香雪軒
KOUSETSUKEN

D

SUZUKI SHOFUDO, a traditional store
for Japanese paper crafts established
over 120 years ago, overflows with
the spirit of Kyoto. Their paper goods
feature traditional Japanese patterns
printed using Kyo yuzen, a printing
technique used for applying patterns to
kimono fabric. The Ireko box (starting
at ¥864) would make a great gift. These
are portable boxes of different sizes
that can be stacked inside one another,
just like a Matryoshka doll.

C
DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-1
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Since its establishment in 1560, the ARITSUGU
knives have incorporated traditions inherited
from the forging of swords for the Imperial
Household. World-class chefs recommend them
for their superior cutting qualities. Over 400
knives are available in the main store in Nishiki
Market. Customers can even have their names
engraved on knives at the store if they want. The
Wagokoro (Spirit of Japan) Series combines the
cutting quality of steel and the ease-of-use of
stainless steel, and is available in an all-purpose
Santoku knife (¥14,040) and a small knife (¥9,180).

包丁・料理道具

D
有次

Knives and Kitchen Utensils ARITSUGU

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 D-3

52

鈴木松風堂

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

SUZUKI SHOFUDO

MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

29 D-2

TEL 075-221-3018

TEL 075-231-1695

TEL 075-221-1091

TEL 075-231-5003

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通木屋町東入ル中島町 108（三条大橋西詰）

ADDRESS 京都市中京区二条通河原町東入ル樋之口町 474

ADDRESS 京都市中京区錦小路通御幸町西入ル鍛冶屋町 219

108 Nakajima-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
(west end of Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge)

474 Hinokuchi-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

219 Kajiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場六角下ル井筒屋町 409・410
409/410 Izutsuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 9am-5:30pm

OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 9:30am-7:30pm

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Irregular holidays

PRICE from ￥1,100

SMOKING No

PRICE from ￥324

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://www.kyoto-nishiki.or.jp/stores/aritsugu/

SMOKING No
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WEB http://www.kousetsuken.com/
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IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

TAKUMI OKUMURA

GION OKUMURA

匠 奥村

祇園 おくむら

French and Japanese fusion food served in an old
renovated machiya townhouse. Sit down at the
counter or choose the more traditional kotatsu style
tables (placed over a sunken floor) for a different
and relaxing dining experience. Prior reservation
required.

Enjoy Kaiseki-style French cuisine at OKUMURA
GION. The menu includes Kyo-yasai (vegetables),
yuba beancurd skin and seasonal delights prepared
in the tradition of Western cuisine but presented
in a classical Japanese style. Sit behind the wooden
counter and observe the chefs in action.

SAM U RAI EXPERI ENCE
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

ENGLISH MENU

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-541-2205

MAP P
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Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-533-2205

MAP P

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-6

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 255

570-6 Gionmachi Minamigawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

255 Gionmachi Kitagawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
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OPEN 12pm-1:30pm, 5:30pm-9pm

OPEN 12pm-3pm (Last order: 1:30pm), 6pm-10:30pm (Last order: 8:30pm)

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Irregular holidays

PRICE

from ¥6,500

from ¥15,000 SMOKING No

PRICE

WEB https://restaurant-okumura.com/

from ¥5,000

from ¥10,000 SMOKING No

WEB https://restaurant-okumura.com/

ORENO PAN
KARASUMA ORIGINAL LOCATION

GION LOCATION

ORENO PAN 烏丸本店

ORENO PAN 祇園店

Get a taste of Okumura’s French trained chefs’ original
and inventive kneaded creations! The line-up includes
bread and baked goods fl avored with Kyoto seasonal
ingredients such as yuzu, Japanese pickles or Houjicha
roasted green tea.

Frequented by Kyoto’s maikos, ORENOPAN GION
LOCATION’s signature bread is the original kare-pan.
A Japanese bun filled with beef curry, stewed to
perfection following the French recipe. Enjoy it as
take-out or inside the shop as sofa seats are available.

CULTURE

N I NJA VR EXPERI ENCE

TOEI STUDIOS KYOTO that is the birthplace of
many samurai movies and TV dramas. You can
experience being a samurai in this holy ground for
period dramas. After watching a demonstration
by working actors, you can change into samurai
clothing and wield a katana in mock battle. Finally,
you can re-enact a climactic scene from a typical
samurai movie with dramatic background music
and full of theatrical presence. Another aspect of
this experience is that it really teaches you about
the values and devotion of the samurai. Seppuku or
harakiri (suicide by disembowlment) so much more
than simple suicide—this ritual act represents the
samurai respect for honor. By learning about these
deeper aspects
of samurai life,
you can truly
experience
what it is to
be a samurai
in body, mind
and spirit.

Secluded in the midst of an atmospheric shopping
street, there’s a popular place where you can
experience being a ninja. Wearing ninja costume,
chant ninja mantra (Kuji-Kiri) to focus your
mind, and practice the fundamentals of the ninja
training with shuriken and blow pipes. And there’s
something else that just might pique your interest:
a thrilling VR Ninja Experience! Dodge deadly
shuriken flying towards you, cut down charging
enemies with a katana! As the battle spreads out
before you in every direction, there’s no doubt
you’ll be fully immersed in the breathtaking
world of ninja. There is even a special program for
younger children so
it’s great for families.
Realize your ninja
dreams with the latest
in VR entertainment
in a traditional Kyoto
townhouse.

NINJA VR KYOTO
ENGLISH SPOKEN

BECOME SAMURAI
ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

WEST KYOTO
MAP P
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TEL 075-862-5053
ADDRESS 京都市右京区太秦西蜂岡町 9 東映京都撮影所
Toei Studios Kyoto, 9 Uzumasa-Nishihachioka-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-8pm
CLOSED Open everyday
SMOKING No

Wi-Fi
TEL 075-221-5522

MAP P

28 C-3
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ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-525-3303

MAP P

31
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WEB https://www.becomesamurai.com/
TIME REQUIRED 90 to 120 minutes

ADDRESS 京都市中京区錦小路通烏丸西入ル

ADDRESS 京都市東山区中之町 200

PRICE ￥10,000

占出山町 320 小島ビル 1F
Kojima Bldg. 1F, 320 Uradeyama-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

カモガワビル 1F
Kamogawa Bldg. 1F, 200 Nakano-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

CAPACITY 1-10 people (from 8 years old)

OPEN 9am-7:30pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-8pm CLOSED Tue.

(kyoto@becomesamurai.com) at least 1 day in advance.
*Cancellation fee for cancellations 1 day in advance or later.

WEB https://restaurant-okumura.com/
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO

AVERAGE ¥850

AVERAGE ¥1,000

WEB https://restaurant-okumura.com/

RESERVATION A reservation must be made by email

Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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TEL 075-205-2798
ADDRESS 京都市東山区古川町 545-2F
2F, 545 Furukawa-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-9pm (Last entry: 8pm)
CLOSED Tue.
SMOKING No
WEB http://ninjavrkyoto.jp/
TIME REQUIRED Full attraction course: 60 minutes, VR attraction

course: 30 minutes (for 2-3 adults)
PRICE Full attraction course: ¥5,500, children (from age 3): ¥3,500,
VR attraction course: ¥3,000, children (from age 3): ¥2,000
CAPACITY 1-40 people (For groups of 15 people or more, please
contact us in advance)
RESERVATION A reservation must be made by telephone, email
(booking@ninjavrkyoto.jp) or online
*Cancellation fee: 3 days in advance: 30%, 1 day in advance: 50%,
same day: 100%.
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Name: Kristen
City/Country: Cincinnati, USA
Occupation: Medical device research
How many times have you visited Kyoto:
First time
Best lunch: Kinugasa Donburi (eggs and
fried tofu on rice)
Favorite Japanese word: Ohayo (Good
Morning)
Kyoto comments: Thank you for your
warm hospitality and amazing gardens!

TIPS FOR
ENJOYING
KYOTO
At BONCHI KYOTO, we asked
tourists visiting from overseas

Why did you come to Kyoto?

what they think of Kyoto and if
they have any tips for getting

My brother is here on a business trip and
I came with him. If it wasn’t for that, I
don’t think I would have had the chance
to come. This is my ﬁrst trip overseas,
but Kyoto is so safe that I could have
come alone. In the daytime, I visit
gardens and take part in workshops. “Try
making miniature food!”

the most out of their holidays.

Name: Jean, Yock Song, Jaeyen
City/Country: Singapore
Occupation: Marketing
How many times have you visited Kyoto:
Two times
Best lunch: Udon and Donburi
Favorite Japanese word: Tatemono
(Building)
Kyoto comments: We love the
friendliness and laidback way of life in
this ancient city. Thank you for making
our travel so memorable!

Why is “Tatemono” your favorite word?
My son, Jaeyen, is learning Japanese and “tatemono”
is his favorite word. The best way to enjoy Kyoto: “get
lost in the back alleys and discover the real Kyoto.”

Why are you studying Japanese?
We are aiming to become Japanese translators and
are visiting Kyoto on a short-term study-abroad
program. Our tips: “If you come in summer, it’s too
hot, so be careful!” and “Cycles are super-convenient
for getting around, so you should use one.”

Why did you stop by Kyoto?

Name: Ellen, Yanni
City/Country: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Occupation: Sales
How many times have you visited Kyoto: Four times
Best lunch: Sushi, Saba shioyaki with rice
Favorite Japanese word: Konnichiwa (Hello, Hi)
Kyoto comments: So friendly and nice, always willing
to help if we have any questions.

Name: Kerry, Puffy
City/Country: Beijing, Shenyang, China
Occupation: Student
How many times have you visited Kyoto:
First time, Second time
Best lunch: Lawson, Family Mart,
7-eleven
Favorite Japanese word: Yen
Kyoto comments: Welcoming, energetic

Why did you come to Kyoto so many times?
We love Japanese culture so much that we’ve come to
Japan so many times. We love how Kyoto is less urban
than other cities. We mainly focus on shopping, but
also love trying new experiences. “Give the making
tiny food lesson experience a try.”
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Why do you speak Japanese so well?
We both love Japanese anime and have been
watching it since our early teens. That’s why we
can speak Japanese so well. For anime otaku
(animation super-fans) like us, Japan is heaven!
Our tips are: “It’s very hot in summer so be
careful!” and “Don’t hesitate to ask if you are lost.”

Name: Nicole
City/Country: Singapore
Occupation: Corporate lawyer
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Hiyashi Oroshi Soba noodles (cold
noodles with grated daikon radish topping)
Favorite Japanese word: wakarimasen
(I don’t know or I can’t understand)
Kyoto comments: The making miniature food
experience was very fun! I really
enjoyed myself and would recommend this to
everyone who loves handicrafts.

This is our ﬁrst time to Japan, so we wanted to visit as many
places as possible. We can only stay in Kyoto for two days, but
we knew we couldn’t miss it. The reason is that we heard a rumor
that Kyoto is like Portland. The most important thing about
traveling to Japan: “Research public transport before you arrive.”
Name: Ben, Anika
City/Country: Portland, USA
Occupation: Software engineer, School psychologist
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Udon
Favorite Japanese word: Oishikattadesu (thank you
for the tasty food)
Kyoto comments: Come visit us in Portland!

Name: Camille, Barbara
City/Country: Eaubonne, Paris, France
Occupation: Translator in-training, Computer room
monitoring
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Oyakodon, Anpan, Kakigoori
Favorite Japanese word: Subarashii (wonderful),
Koneko (kitten)
Kyoto comments: Very nice and thoughtful! It’s
very rare to see people this kind. Very nice people
who will help you if you have any problems!

Name: Ana, Fernando
City/Country: Vigo, Spain
Occupation: Working while studying Japanese,
Student at university
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Unagi (eel), and ramen noodles
Favorite Japanese word: Oyasuminasai (good
night), Kiotsukete (take care, be careful)
Kyoto comments: Everyone is so kind and polite.
When we’re in trouble, Japanese people always
help us out. Thank you very much!

Why did you come to Kyoto together?
We live in the same city now, but after this, we
plan to live apart. This is our farewell holiday. We
love how delicious the food in convenience stores
is! It was Kerry’s birthday some days ago, and
we celebrated with a cake from the convenience
store. Our best tip: “Prepare more cash!”

Why are you wearing a yukata?
Before coming to Kyoto, my sister taught me how to wear a yukata
by myself and lent me one when I told her that I was going on my
ﬁrst solo trip to Japan. Yukatas are pretty comfortable, and make
for nice travel wear in Japan (great for photographs) if you pair
them with sneakers. Travelling all around and taking photographs
in a yukata make unforgettable memories. I would recommend to
“Just have fun and faith with a happy and grateful heart, that’s all.”

BONCHI Kyoto

IG: @ bonchikyoto

BONCHI KYOTO is an independent
tourist information center in Kyoto
city. They sell zines about Japanese
culture, run workshops for making
miniature food, and more! They always
have the latest in cool Kyoto info.
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Chambers

Dance like nobody’s watching!
K

yoto is mostly renowned for its busy temples,
serene shrines, amazing eateries and
traditional festivals, BUT after a few days of
doing this again and again, many a tourist start to feel a
wee bit templed out. Don’t get me wrong but sometimes
you just want to let your hair down and let loose, and
dancing to music is one of the best ways to do that especially if its being mixed by a professional DJ in a
venue fi lled with gyrating bodies with just the right
amount of light so you can’t see too much and a little bit
of liquid courage so you can show off your moves.
Spending my uni days in Boston, I did my fair share of
clubbing – maybe a bit more than I should’ve – sorry
mom ;) but I have absolutely no regrets. It started off
as a way to meet someone of the opposite sex, then
became a weekly social spot to catch up with mates,
have a drink, make some new friends and who knows
what??? Boston has many educational institutions, is
well known for its museums and culture, so it attracts
tons of people from all over the world and many
international students that it’s often called a college
town. Kyoto is actually a sister city to Boston sharing
a lot of similarities, being a cultural center in Japan,
and also having a lot of universities and colleges. It
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also attracts many international students and tourists
from around the world. I doubt they come here for the
clubs but more often than not, they fi nd themselves
wandering in now and again.
So, what do people do at clubs – dance of course!
Dance has been an important part of ceremonies,
rituals, celebrations and entertainment since before
the birth of the earliest human civilizations. Dance
is a means of social communication and bonding, a
method of healing and mostly, a method of expression.
Well, it’s not all about dancing, and by all means,
don’t feel you have to but sometimes you just do. Some
people like to just hang out and listen to the awesome
DJs or live bands – others like to go to make new
friends (lol) and most just to get lightly inebriated.
Kyoto is not known for its clubs but does offer quite
a few that might appeal to you. I’m going to share a
few of my favorites with you. The 1st, Chambers,
is in the heart of downtown has only been open
for only a few years. It is on the second floor and
offers 2 dance floors with 2 separate DJs, VIP spaces
and events and parties all the time. It’s always fun
and the drinks are pretty awesome! The music is

always good and the atmosphere is very friendly and
easygoing. The 2nd, World has been open since 2001
and offers a multi level experience accommodating
up to 1000 people during events. This venue features
international DJs and various parties all year round.
It’s near Shijo street and has easy access from the
Hankyu train. If you’re lucky, you may even see a
Maiko or Geisha here. The 3rd club is one of Kyoto’s
oldest clubs, Metro and is also a concert space for live
bands. It opened in 1990 and is uniquely located in
a train station halfway underground at the corner of
Marutamachi and Kawabata streets. It features daily
events of all genres. If you are in town at the time,
80s night is always a blast and if you’re adventurous
enough, you must check out their drag queen night.
Clubs are always fun and great place to party and
meet new peeps but a bad experience could ruin your
night or even your whole trip. Here are a few simple
rules to keep in mind, 1) everything in moderation,
2) use the lockers, 3) never drink and drive or ride a
bicycle and 4) use common sense!!! If you’re ready for
a little adventure while you’re in Kyoto, check one of
the many clubs. There are different events on all the
time so give ‘em a quick check online to see what’s
happening while you’re here. One of my favorite
quotes in the world is “Sing like no one is listening.
Love like you’ve never been hurt and Dance like
nobody’s watching.”

world

Shaheed Rupani
Arriving in Kyoto almost 2 decades
ago from Canada, Shaheed Rupani is
still fascinated with Kyoto’s culture,
food and nightlife. Join us every issue
as he shares his experiences with us.
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POINT-AND-TALK CHART

PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where can I buy a ticket?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

̲ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

̲

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

May I have a receipt?

領収書をください。

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

I have _ allergy.

̲ アレルギーです。

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

̲

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

Milk

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

牛乳

Butaniku

Ramuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Gyūnyū

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the
local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free and
pleasant stay. Please take note of the
signs posted in shrines and temples so
as to avoid doing or saying anything
that may be considered offensive.
If you are unsure of something, a
friendly English speaking staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

arerugi desu.

Beef
Gyūniku

IN KYOTO

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

SMOKING IS
PROHIBITED
ON THE STREET

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Smoking on the street is
extremely dangerous. Embers
may inadvertently cause injury
to people nearby or burn their
clothing. Smoke from cigarettes
may also affect the health of
people near you. Smoking is
prohibited on the streets of Kyoto.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is fl ashing
and about to turn red.

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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h t t p: // w h y. k y o t o

Our website del ivers the secrets to mak i ng your trip to Kyoto even more f un
from the perspective of natives and foreigner residents l iv i ng i n Kyoto.
You can f i nd lots of i nformation about Kyoto. Have a look!

FOLLOW US!

「 W h y K Y O T O ?」へ の 広 告 の 申 込 み・御 見 積 りの ご 依 頼 は こちらか ら 。 お 気 軽 に お 問 合 わ せく だ さ い 。
ご連絡先

075-255-7263（株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ）

媒体資料

http://why.kyoto/jp/advertising

